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SBA Area Reps
We are grateful to the members below who have made themselves available as the
regional points of contact. Feel free to talk to them! Those in post have been in the SBA for
some time, know who’s who and can advise as required. They can put you in touch with
others, and may even organise occasional meets - although there’s nothing to stop any
member being hospitable to ensure that they meet others who share their interest. Do
make sure you are known to your rep. and are on their radar: the SBA exists to facilitate the
steamboating side of your life.

Scotland

Adrian Greco

agreco118@aol.com

0131 667 3615

North

Roger Kent

randckent@gmail.com

01539 561036

North West
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The SBA membership warmly embraces steamboaters in many countries
around the world and is kindly represented in the following countries by:
Australia
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alan.atkins@raywhite.com

USA, East Coast Herman Hollerith
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machiaschix@gmail.com

+64 (0)3 528 6684
+1 757-229-5208
+1 425-334-1713
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Who deals with what in the SBA?
The SBA Website is at www.steamboatassociation.org.uk
Members can change their personal details themselves as and when necessary i.e. when
you move house - especially important as this data is used to mail Funnel to you!
Similarly, the Steam Boat Register can be updated at any time to ensure that it remains
an up-to-date record of steamboats around the world. You don’t need to be an SBA member
to record/update your steam boat details on the Steam Boat Register.
The following people will be happy to help you with enquiries:
General queries re SBA matters:
Hon. Secretary Gillie Slater: secretary@steamboatassociation .org.uk
Subscriptions/queries/info updates:
Hon. Secretary Roger Powell 01458 259784 or membership@steamboatassociation.org.uk
On-line Steamboat Register:
Kevin Slater: registercurator@steamboatassociation.org.uk
To keep it current it may need an update from you!
Boiler tests or boiler design assessments:
SBA Services Ltd (SBAS): Chris Davies 01944 759080 or 07785 778533
chrisdavies10@gmail.com
Website matters: webmaster@steamboatassociation.org.uk
Social media (Facebook, etc.): Vacant
SBA Archives: managed by The Heritage Steamboat Trust.
The three Trustees: Brian Smith, John King and Brian Hillsdon are currently joint archivists.
Enquiries to: Brian Smith 01488 658795
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Greetings All,
I am writing this piece mid-September which means that, whilst we are
more than halfway through the 2022 steaming season, there are still a good
number of events still to run. Whether you are a member or not, do try to
get to at least one of these remaining events and remember that having a
boat is not a prerequisite - often there is every chance of a ride if you ask
nicely! Take a peek at the ‘Events’ section of the website to see what’s coming.
By the time that you read this our fully subscribed Thames rally will have
happened and looks like it will have proved itself to be one of our biggest
Rallies. I would like to say a big thank you to Steve and Dilly Bil of Stanley
Thomas Boatyard and Simon of Simon Winter Marine Insurance who each
sponsored the event. Something of a first for the club - a way of offering
additional publicity to sponsors whilst helping keep costs for entrants down –
a ‘win-win’ situation and something which perhaps organisers might consider
in the future for some of our larger events?

Now is a good time to offer a big thank you to Andy Hopper for all his time
organising the rally, particularly as he had to cope with a hugely stressful
last-minute change of venue! Big thanks too to Felicity and David for
stepping up to ensure on-site catering goes smoothly and to Lechlade Marina
for hosting us. A lot going on behind the scenes which perhaps not everyone is
aware of?
Nigel Thomson continues to work on a survey for club members and your
committee looks forward to feedback on how you wish to see the club taken
forward. I personally would like to take this opportunity to ask everyone
reading this ‘Chairman’s Chat’ my own key question: “Having identified the
single most important change you want your club to introduce – how would
you action that change?” Please pick up the phone or send an email to me…
or the committee member of your choice. If we don’t hear back from you
then perhaps we can safely assume we are doing everything perfectly? - ha!!
I congratulate Dot and her team who between them are running the
‘Get your feet …’ event on Windermere although, wisely, they are calling
it ‘Keeping your feet Dry!’ Excellent stuff - the event already has a very
impressive 15 bookings as we go to press.

Finally, I close by reminding all that the 2023 AGM is confirmed for
Saturday 25th March at Stonehouse School as last year. For those that cannot
get to Gloucestershire we are determined to offer a full Zoom facility which
will, we feel, bring the meeting to many more attendees. Watch this space.
That’s all for now folks
Tootle Pip
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A warm welcome to those who have
joined the SBA in the last few weeks.
Some seek inspiration as they restore while others dream and plan. Some of our
members represent preservation groups, larger vessels, companies or museums: but all
are equally welcome!
New members are invited to join our SBA Facebook community - which can often offer
quick, informed, answers to your technical questions.
Please also send wisdom, insights, experiences and photos for inclusion in this journal.
Don’t hold back because you feel writing isn’t your forte: that’s why we have an editor and
this journal exists to give a potential voice for all members!
Peter Ainsworth

Market Drayton, UK

Robert Ellis

Ipswich, UK (Boat = Bressingham Queen)

Malcolm Higgins

Tywyn, UK (Boat = Suilven)

David Humphreys

Saltburn-by-the-Sea, UK

Alexander McLauchlan Falkirk, UK (Boat = Lady Louise)
Robin Osborne

Wigton, UK

Nicholas Osborne

Carlisle, UK

Paul Scutt

Kendal, UK

Jim Simpson

Chepstow, UK

Kento Takeuchi

Yokohama, Japan
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by
Chief Keyboard Basher
Kevin Slater
Editorial

As the steamboating season draws to a close I am happy to report that Zara, Gillie and
I have attended the President’s Rally, Puffing a-Wey, Bristol Harbour Festival, Dartmouth
Regatta and will shortly be going to the re-arranged Thames Event at Lechlade, narrowly
missing both Windermere and the Fal Rallies due to too many holidays in too short a timeframe with that pesky ‘work’ thing getting in the way as well! We also hope to attend the
Lay Up Rally/Supper. So it is good to report that the Rally Scene is alive and kicking as this
is one of, if not the main, reasons for the SBA’s existence. See the Rally Reports on page 25.
On the subject of events: Andy Hopper is looking for members to assist him with the
manning of the our stand at the Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition in October (Advert
on page 12) Please contact Andy Tel: 0162 852 6499 or felden@talktalk.net if you can help. It
is a great show (I think one of only two ‘major’ Model Engineering shows left) and I will be
sad to miss it this year (more holidays to go on!). If you attend you do get some time ‘off’
from stand-manning to explore the rest of the show and you get in for free!
Steamboat Association Services Ltd (SBAS) was originally set up to provide affordable
boiler inspections for SBA members. It has done a sterling job to date but their Professional
Indemnity Insurance cost has sky-rocketed over the last couple of years, due in part to
the Grenfell Tower disaster (apparently their insurance comes in the same ‘group’ as
Civil Engineers). The insurance premium is a fixed cost regardless of how many boiler
inspections they do in a year and so I am making a plea on their behalf for any members
that don’t use them to consider doing so in the near future. You can book an inspection or
ask any questions you might have by calling Chris Davies on 01944 759080 or 07785 778533.
Good news on the ‘coal’ front as we now know that the favoured Ffos-Y-Fran Welsh
Steam Coal is again available from several sources, albeit at increased cost. How long this
will be the case is anybodies guess, so stock up while you can. Although it is rumoured
that the mine has secured a two year planning permission extension - more news on that
as we get it.
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Membership Update
The facts: The SBA total membership stands at 807 members of which 180 are Worldwide.
Of this total 743 are ACTIVE with the reminder having 64 lapsed.
I can hear the cry “why lapsed?” Well let me explain in total we have 170 members who
currently pay their subscription by cheque or standing order and, out of that group, 64 are
lapsed for under paying their subscription. The decision was taken some time ago now
that members that underpay should remain members but only receive the Spring issue of
Funnel, we attempted to highlight their lapsed status by adding the word ‘LAPSED’ next to
their membership number on the address page of the Funnel and will do this again the in
Spring issue of 2023.
On a more positive note: since January we have welcomed a total of 34 new members to
the fold, welcome to you all.
UK Members: The vast majority of our membership, 436 in total, have now set up
Direct Debit Mandate with their banks; this means that each January we debit the correct
subscription from the member’s bank account, which will appear on their bank statement
as a payment to GoCardless, who is the SBA’s provider of the Direct Debit service.
I would point out that payment via Direct Debit is now the preferred method of payment
of subscriptions and is simple to set up by logging on to the SBA website as a member,
clicking on the members tab, followed by the first option “Setting up a Direct Debit Mandate”
and following the on-screen instructions - you will need your bank account details to hand
during the set up. Whilst Direct Debit is our preferred method we are aware some members
don’t/can’t pay by this method preferring bank standing order or PayPal/card payment but
PLEASE ensure that you pay the correct subscription which in 2023 will be £36.00.
Worldwide members: Our Worldwide members the majority of whom pay their
subscription via PayPal, credit/debit cards on an auto renewal system have up to now not
had to worry about such issues other than to ensure their card details are up to date.
However this year 2022 some overseas members have struggled with the system and it
appears that PayPal are no longer supporting the auto payment system in some parts
of the world, I would add we are still trying to sort this out but it will be the case that
in January 2023 you may have to manually renew your subscription, more on this in the
Winter issue of Funnel.
Another issue that has recently come to light, which effects some of our European
members since the UK left the EU, is that they are being charged what is in effect import
duty on the Funnel magazine - in Denmark the charge appears to be higher than the
annual SBA subscription. The SBA Committee will be investigating this at its next meeting
so again look for further comment in the winter issue of Funnel.
It was agreed at our last AGM that ‘Worldwide’ subs will increase to £44.00 from Jan 2023.
Best regards to you all and enjoy the reminder of the 2022 season.
Roger Powell, Honorary Membership Secretary
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Secretarial Soundings
Gillie Slater plumbs the depths
of Committee Matters

Your committee has not met since I wrote a piece for the Summer Funnel – we leave
the UK Summer months for steam-boating (as is right and proper); I am writing this is late
August and we will be meeting in early September and then again in November.
It has been a glorious Summer in the UK, albeit that we need more rain, especially in the
South East of the country. I hope that our members in Continental Europe, the USA and
other parts of the Northern Hemisphere have had equally good weather for boating. It will
be so interesting to hear more from our members in Australia and New Zealand; when are
the best times for you to be steam-boating? Is it too hot in your Summer in some parts of
Australia? Our friends in East Geelong tell us that they have had a cold winter and, as my
work head office is in Brisbane, I speak to my colleagues there regularly and so have heard
about the terrible floods in the South of Queensland and the Northern part of NSW.
Getting back to business, Ian Bucknall, our Safety Coordinator, and I have been putting
final touches to a form for reporting any incidents and near misses at SBA organised events.
It is an essential part of our safety procedures (we need to understand why incidents and
near misses occur so that we can work to lessen the chance of them happening again) and
will be available on our website or from Ian in the near future. Please do get in touch with
Ian if you have any safety queries – his contact details are here in Funnel.
Email traffic to the Secretary has been light over the Summer months, but I do enjoy
hearing from you and there is a small but steady stream of enquiries about steam-boats
that a member or the family of a deceased member remembers and wants to track down,
boats or equipment that a member wants to sell, members who want to get in touch with
another member they have met at an event or somehow in passing and so on. I answer the
queries I can and then rely on my colleagues, especially Mark Rudall, to assist me with the
rest. If it is a technical question it tends to go straight to Kevin – you will not be surprised
to hear that! Occasionally, I receive a query from a youngster who is interested in some
aspect of steam-boating – and that is a real joy.
I hope you enjoy the rest of the season. We already have a list of Winter jobs for Zara
Finn – some of which are left over from last Winter!
Enjoy your steaming and keep safe.
Gillie Slater – Hon. Sec. SBA
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Medway Queen Update
by Richard Halton and Mick Appleyard, July 2022
Visitor update: The display at Medway
Archives and the 4-day opening over the
Jubilee weekend went well with good
support. The local Sea Cadets took part on the
Sunday, and we must thank “Medway Norse”
for allowing use of their yard as a car park.
Provision of cream teas in the forward saloon
proved very popular and they have become
a feature of normal Saturday openings. The
“icing on the cake”, so to speak, was a visit to
the ship by a number of Captain Len Horsham’s
family. Captain Horsham was Medway Queen’s
master in her post-war sailing career. We
thank the MQPS members, who turned out to
help over the weekend, very much. We could
not have done it otherwise. We are cautiously taking bookings for hire of the aft saloon
for events. Trial events and, of course, AGMs for both MQPS and PSPS. We are aware that
some further improvement work to onboard facilities is needed to the ship before we can
really get started on this.
Restoration progress and Help needed: Our volunteers continue to lop things off
the “to do” list and serious planning and investigation work is underway for some major
future projects. As always, your help would be appreciated. Financial help, certainly that is
always welcome (as we might have said before), but we also urgently need help running
the Society. We only have five Trustees who also manage the day-to-day affairs of the
society and the ship’s restoration in detail. New volunteers who are prepared to take on
organisational tasks at any level would be very welcome. Future projects include ramping
up the hire of the ship as a venue, installation of a replacement mast and provision of
deck seating both as a visitor amenity and to
improve the appearance of the ship. Estimates for
provision of onboard toilets are being worked on
and feasibility studies undertaken.
Painting the funnel: Thanks to a team of
volunteers from the National Grid - Grain LNG,
Medway Queen has had more specialised TLC.
About 3 years ago the team from Grain LNG spent
a day working on Medway Queen and on 10th June
they were back for more. In particular, they gave
the funnel a thorough make-over with two coats of
paint. They supplied their own scaffolding, erected
by specialists from within the company, which
saved our project a considerable sum of money.
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The team did other work too and we are very grateful for all their help. Thanks must go
to the team, to Stuart Clack for organising the day and to Bob Wilde and Ron Vant from
MQPS who set up the project and supervised on the day. A brilliant support team of Pam
and Mark Bathurst kept the workers fed and watered. Our thanks, again, to everyone who
took part.
Captain’s Cabin: The Captain’s
Cabin is the latest of the ship’s spaces
to be re-furbished. The space was
empty and open to the staircase. In
addition, many of the front panels had
blown and let in water. Mick Appleyard
and Chris Warren took on the task
of refurbishing these panels. Part
of the original rear lower panel was
refurbished and in addition a new top
panel was made to match the bottom
panel. These were then replaced which enclosed the space re-forming the Captain’s Cabin.
With only one original photo of the interior available we have tried to replicate it as near as
possible. A new bench seat was made and installed (we have to source the cushions). The
chart table was made and installed and the flooring was caulked, sanded and sealed. Some
of the ship’s original switches and busbars were cosmetically refurbished and replaced as
decorative pieces. A new radio table was made to look old and original.
The last piece of the jigsaw was to source an original ship’s radio receiver. To this end
Mick approached his very good friend Geoff Wooster an electrical engineer who has had
a lifetime interest in radios. He soon identified what we needed and approached his circle
of radio friends to see if one was available. He was soon contacted by Andy Harris whose
father Denis has been a keen follower of the Medway Queen since he first saw her on
the mud outside Chatham dockyard. Andy was often taken by his dad to see the ship and
as a result he decided to donate the radio to the Ship. Denis soon retrieved the radio set
which was a little worse for wear. Between them they cosmetically restored the set. The
radio receiver is a Marconi Type CR.100 which is the set the ship would have had in its
minesweeping days. On the 18th of June 2022 Andy and Geoff brought the radio to the ship
and replaced it on the table in the Captain’s Cabin. We thank Andy for this very generous
donation of the radio receiver and both of them for their efforts in its cosmetic restoration.
Now sitting on the table, it brings the cabin to life.
Festive season marketing: Medway Queen Christmas cards will soon be available again
from the Medway Queen Visitor Centre and the website and we now have “General Steam
Navigation” open wagons for N Gauge to the same design and in the same colours as the
‘00’ ones earlier this year. The wagons are £12.40 each with £3.75 UK P&P per order
A completely new product is in the pipeline: very soon now we will have detailed 1:400
scale card kits of Medway Queen. Details will be posted online as soon as they are available.
More information www.medwayqueen.co.uk
The New Medway Steam Packet Co. Ltd. UK registered charity; 296236.
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SBA Events Calendar 2022
Keeping your feet dry T1*
16th Sep 22
Fell Foot Park on Windermere
Following the successful Get Your Feet Wet on the River Wey, we
are running a similar event on Windermere. It will be inexpensive,
will be for a maximum of 20 people and will be highly informative
and hands-on, with time on the water and the
opportunity to enjoy operating small marine steam
plants of different kinds.
Further information: https://steamboatassociation.
co.uk/Keeping-Your-Feet-Dry/ scan QR code

Lay-up Rally and Supper T1*
7 - 9th Oct 22
Royal Windermere Yacht Club
The Lay-up Rally will follow a similar pattern to
this year:Launch on Friday, North Lake and Jetty Museum
on Saturday, South Lake on Sunday. Further
details of the programme here: scan QR code

Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition T3*
13 - 16th Oct 22
The SBA will be hosting a stand at this exhibition and we require
volunteers to assist with manning it, please contact Andy Hopper
Tel: 0162 852 6499 or felden@talktalk.net if you can help.
See advert on facing page
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THE SHOW FOR MODEL ENGINEERS
SPONSORED BY

THURSDAY 13th to SUNDAY 16th
OCTOBER 2022
Thursday - Saturday 10.00am – 4.30pm
Sunday 10.00am – 4.00pm

WARWICKSHIRE EVENT CENTRE
www.midlandsmodelengineering.co.uk
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SBA SERVICES LTD

Could you be a
Boiler Inspector?
Do you:
• Have a technical background
• Have experience of operating or
maintaining things which use steam
• Enjoy meeting and supporting other steamboaters
• Like to earn a bit of ‘workshop’ money
You may be just the person we are looking for!
We endeavour to provide boiler inspection
services in all parts of the country and are always
looking to add new members to the team
Training /mentoring will be given as required
Why not get in touch to discuss the
possibilities for providing this valuable
service to your fellow steamboaters?
Call or email:
Chris Davies - 07785 778533 or chrisdavies10@gmail.com
Registered Office. 54 Park Road, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 4DD Registered in England and Wales. Registered No. 2889934
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In Memoriam
Bob Gray – Engineer and Man of Steam
Reported by Pete Cuthbert

It is with considerable sadness that I have to report the passing of Bob Gray after a short
illness. Bob was a member of a number of steam related clubs including the SBA and the
7¼” Gauge Society but in the case of the former was not a great participant in Events. Thus
he will probably have been less well known to SBA folk than to 7¼” folk.
Bob was born in London and the family moved to East Kilbride before a move to Rhodesia
in Southern Africa when he was about 10. Thus Bob, as a youngster, was exposed to the
extensive SAR steam network with its numerous Garrett locomotives. It was probably at
this time that the sight, sound and smell of steam entered his blood and there remained. It
is probable that his love of engineering started in Africa with his dad through the necessity
of fixing their vehicles to keep them on the road and also building soap box cars with
limited materials. Post school and back in the UK Bob took an engineering apprenticeship
and would later josh his father about who could make things to the most accurate
dimensions. My guess is that his father took it all in good part and may also have shown
him to how to lay bricks. However, before building his garage he went off to a college
course to learn brick laying. The evidence of his pride in good workmanship is to be seen
in the construction of that garage.
It is at a time like this that one realises just how much one does not know about one’s
friends. Thus my knowledge of Bob’s subsequent career is sketchy, but he worked for the
Post Office and was involved in keeping their vehicle fleet on the road. He ended up as one
of the trainers for the engineering apprentices and that is probably where he developed
his ability to teach and encourage duffers in the art of workshop skills. I say that as one
of his last, post retirement, duffers and with great affection and gratitude for all that he
did for me. He was offered early retirement which he jumped at because he had so many
hobbies he wished to pursue.
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At the time I first met Bob he was a member of the SBA thinking about a steam launch
and I was naively building Frances Ann. He was smart enough to spot that he and I were
but 15 miles apart and that there might be fruitful cooperation. I learned that he was after
a launch for which he planned to build the engine and then fit it out. It seemed, however,
that the completion of his current loco project had to take priority. At some point I went to
see him to pick his brains, as always, and it was there that I met his loco project. This was a
7¼” gauge Garrett loco which must have been about 8 feet long. I had always thought that
model engineering involved tiny pieces that needed a good magnifying glass. Not so the
Garrett which was miniature but by no means tiny. The engine was eventually completed
and ran successfully for a while before being sold on in the interest of the boat project.
Bob’s advice was always couched in encouraging terms. He thought I should look out
for a milling machine so sent me off to look. I found a small model that was being sold
everywhere though at very different prices. He agreed that it was small enough to go on
my existing bench but pointed out that most of the things I had been wanting milled would
be too big to fit. So I was sent off to look again but for bigger second hand machines. I then
found a fairly local machine on eBay at a modest price and acquired it through being the
only bidder. Bob insisted that I should not go alone to pick it up and what sound advice it
was. It was huge, in my eyes, and I had no idea how to dismantle it and nor had the vendor
since it was his late father’s machine and he preferred football to engineering. Thus with
the vendor’s mate, Bob and I the machine was dismantled and loaded into our van and
nobody strained their back or crushed their fingers.
With the milling machine back in my garage, in pieces. It was clear that it could not go on
the bench. Thus Bob and I began a conversation about a stand for it. Bob suggested what
was needed and encouraged me to draw it (we both had TurboCAD) and then the drawing
would bounce back and fore. Once agreed, I was sent off to acquire the steel, to do the
preliminary cutting and then tasked with taking it to Trentham where Bob set it out and
welded it all together. Thus I ended up with a custom milling machine stand that has been
perfect for the things that I make and fix.
Bob acquired some castings for the Taylor Twin steam engine and began work on that
as the boat project had finally reached the top of the list. Followers of the Steamboating
Forum will probably have seen his excellent series of build pictures. However, Bob had
always had a yen for an MG TD and by chance or good searching came across one that was
sensibly priced. This was acquired and became Emma, and then the current major project.
It was apparently not planned as a ‘project’ but given his automotive skills and high
standards he soon found that all was not quite as it should be. Thus Emma was worked
over and substantially improved.
We continued our discussion of potential boats as Sod’s Law guaranteed that several
suitable ones emerged whilst Emma was being fixed. However, Bob decided that Emma
and then the Twin should get finished first before a launch was acquired. Sadly, illness
intervened and thus his boat never emerged. However, he was hugely influential in the
building of Frances Ann and clearly would have produced a fine launch had he been
allowed the opportunity.
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Anthony A. Cundick
Died 12th August 2022 aged 84

Vice President Brian Smith recalls his life and
his great contribution to the SBA
Tony and his late wife, Roz, had three children. Tony
was a quiet person with a particularly keen interest in
historic steam machinery and after leaving teaching
became involved in a great many steam conservation
projects, including steam launches. Tony’s practical
skills could always be relied on to find solutions for
most engineering restoration problems.
I first met Tony in the late 1970’s when the SBA held
AGMs at the Kew Steam Museum. Tony was the General
Manager of this new Museum from the late 1970’s until
his retirement around 2006. The museum is located at
a decommissioned Thames Victorian waterworks at
Kew, and houses the original impressive Cornish beam
pumping engines still in working order.
Tony, with his brother Lew, and others were also involved with the restoration of the
Kennet and Avon Canal steam pumping station at Crofton, owned by the K&A Canal Trust.
The SBA were invited to hold a special rally here in 1981 to join the restoration festivities
arranged by Tony and the Crofton team, the event was appropriately named “Crofton
Unlocked”. The SBA rally was enjoyed by a wide selection of SBA boaters with guests from
around the country, the steamboats cruised from Newbury to Crofton with an overnight
stop at Kintbury, using a newly restored section of the canal leading to Crofton. This event
took place several years before the full restoration of the canal in 1990.

Tony running Eva after 1985 restoration
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Tony running Consuta at an SBA event

Tony was interested in all types of steam including boats and helped many SBA members
fulfil their ambitions of owning a working steamboat. Tony himself owned or shared the
use of several historic boats:- Sabrina, Eva and Consuta, also as a skilled woodworker he
built the wooden steamboat Netta and fitted out a new 30ft steam launch Grace for his
own use. While general manager at Kew, Tony established the Historic Steam Ltd company
at the museum making a wide variety of steam launch boilers as well as a variety of other
impressive engineering works.
Tony provided much help and encouragement to the late Graham Lindsay who had
several historic steam launch conservation projects. The most successful of these was
the restoration of the 1898 steam umpire launch Consuta, this work lead to the formation
of The Consuta Trust in 1998, Tony was one of the five founder trustees and then helped
secure a substantial grant from the newly formed Heritage Lottery Fund toward the
complete restoration of Consuta by 2001. He was also involved in the Tamesis Trust with
aims to establish a Thames Heritage Boat museum; still ongoing.
Tony should be remembered as one of the giants of the post 1970 steam conservationist
movement, and he leaves behind a legacy of preservation that reaches far beyond the
Steam Boating scene.
The SBA offers condolences to Family and friends of this remarkably industrious and
helpful man.

Consuta volunteers tea break
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Objects of The Trust
The advancement of public education and for the benefit of the Nation by promoting:1. The restoration, preservation and operation (where practical), of all forms of
small historic steam craft, to show to the public the historical evolution and
development of the first uses of mechanical power in small boats.
2. The preservation of books, drawings, records, photos, films, and any artefacts
relating to steam boats.
3. The training in the traditional skills required for building, maintaining and
operating small steam powered vessels.

These objects to be achieved by raising funds and to assist, co-operate with, or
provide grants or loans to any charitable organisation with aims compatible with
these objects.
This Trust was set up by the Steam Boat Association to look after a range of historic
steam boat drawings, catalogues and photos which had been collected by the
Association Archivist during the last forty years. The Trust are now digitising these to
make some of these archives available for public interest and education.
Check our shop to see what historical material is now currently available:Back issues of the SBA Funnel magazine, reprints of historic catalogues,
downloadable files, CD’s of research material and DVD video’s of small restored
steam vessels.
The Trust have also supported the following fund raising campaigns aimed at helping
preserve part of Britain’s Marine Heritage:• The purchase and conservation of the 30ft Thomycroft Victorian steam launch
“Cygnet” built in 1870.
• Windermere Steam Launch Shamrock. See photos of Shamrock’s cabin repair
work on our website following the Windermere floods of 2009. The Shamrock
Trust, a registered charity, who now have the care of this steam launch.
For more information please contact:- info@steamboattrust.org.uk
If you wish you can make an online donation to our funds, via credit card or PayPal
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Letters to the Editor
Fossil Fuel Angst cont...
I agree with Mark that the world has a serious problem with burning fossil fuels and the
subsequent global warming. I believe that our children and grandchildren will live in very
difficult times unless the world takes decisive action.
Where I differ with Mark is that I do not think we have a significant ethical problem with
our steamboats. This opinion is not based on the small scale of our operations, as ethics
are probably independent of scale. No, we may have a minor, short term problem, but it will
disappear without us taking any further action as nature takes its normal course.
We are dying off, without being replaced by younger generations, and our boats will
probably die with us. How many of our children are taking over our steamboats?
The great majority of current steam boaters grew up with steam. We remember the
steam locos, the steam ships and the horizontal engines in the mills and factories. Many of
us worked with steam, a surprisingly large number of us used to be sea going engineers.
Our children and grandchildren share none of these experiences. They have no feel for the
power of steam. Their lives are firmly rooted in electrons and chips, and the devices that
contain them, there is nothing that draws them to steam. Steam boaters, as a species, are
probably facing extinction, we are certainly an endangered species.
An after thought. If nature is going to solve our current ethical problem with our fossil
fuels, is there anything we should be doing in the meantime? Two thoughts come to mind.
Perhaps the ‘management of graceful decline’ should be an SBA objective, and we might
launch a take over bid for the Electric Boat Association.
Jeff Kenworthy


Past Chairman, Mark Rudall, replies to one of our Russian
members and expresses feelings that I am sure we all share
Dear Valentin,
You wrote to our SBA Secretary, Gillie, shortly after the attack started on Ukraine. You
were clearly distressed at the actions of your political leaders and the misinformation
being fed to your people by Russian media. Your message, written in your own language,
went through ‘Google Translate’ and was passed to me. I took it to the Association’s Annual
General Meeting, told the members of your suggestion that you should withdraw from
membership, but that I and others felt strongly that you needed to stay with us, and the
SBA with you.
You will be aware that your membership subscription has been paid for the year, and will
be next year too. I asked the 100 or so members present at the meeting for an informal vote
to affirm our intention that you should remain as one of our much respected international
members.
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Every hand in the room shot upwards! So our message is loud and clear (rather like the
whistle on the SS ‘Dunkan’!) that whatever is happening in Russia, you are a steamboater,
as we are, and we are with you!
I felt it would be wise to write in your own language but it has taken me a long time to
find a translator. This message has, very kindly, been translated for me into your language
by Lana, a Russian lady married to an Englishman who I have met only very recently. She
is, I know, very painfully aware of what is happening.
So the message is that you remain very much a member of the SBA and you are not
forgotten here.
We recognise your pain and stand with you and those many, many others in your country
who feel as you do. You may remember that I am a retired priest and that side of me also
remembers your people,as well as those in Ukraine, as we all look towards an honourable
outcome to this awful and unnecessary war.
With all good wishes Revd Mark Rudall


Brian Smith on Digital Indicators
Dear Editor,
I enjoyed reading Malcolm Duckett’s article in F191 about his Digital engine indicator.
Several years ago I had also contemplated using the Raspberry Pi for this, after my son
Mark bought one as a surprise for Christmas. The combination of the Pi with a tablet
seemed like a good way to manage it, but I chickened out at the thought of having to learn
the Python code used by the Pi. I have used many programming languages in the past but
am not that interested now.
As shown and explained in the article, indicator diagrams are very useful for diagnosing
faults in steam engines, the engine’s associated inlet and exhaust connections, and, of
course, providing the indicated HP of an engine. I do hope Malcolm will continue and
provide us with more information about the Horsepower measurement results.
Interpreting indicator diagrams can certainly be most useful to diagnose faults. Robin
Wallice Sims produced a very useful computer indicator with an old laptop using the printer
port connected to an analogue/digital interface box. This was many years ago and the
unit was successfully used to indicate several boat engines; the programming language
was GW Basic, laptops then only worked using DOS or Windows 3.1. Robin’s indicator
certainly resolved a long standing problem on Alaska’s engine. One of the difficulties is
that few small engines have suitable places to connect the cylinder pressure sensors. An
easy answer is to use the cylinder drain cocks, but this is risky, we tried it on Consuta and
promptly blew up one of Robin’s rather expensive pressure transducers, even though they
were claimed to be good for over 250 psi.
I’ve never really understood the purpose or even the need for linking up small marine
steam engines especially if they have any form of compounding. I suppose on a simple
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expansion an early cut off might reduce steam consumption, we don’t bother on Arlette.
Maybe someone would like to comment on this? Linking up on railway locos is however
essential.
We used Robin’s indicator on Oberon’s LIFU compound and found the IHP was equal
between HP and LP, obviously a very well-balanced engine with good valve setup. Arlette’s
single was also measured, the only issue was a drop of pressure during the stroke before
cut-off, we put this down to steam restriction in the main steam pipe, it is only a ¾” bore
pipe so probably should be 1”, The valve ports on this Thornycroft engine are very large,
needed for the high revs of over 600 rpm.
Most mechanical indicators only work at quite low engine revs, however in 1872 during
speed test runs of Thornycroft’s Miranda on the Thames, indicator diagrams were taken
while running at about 600 rpm, the results were published in the Institute of Naval
Architects transactions (later RINA) of that period.
Regards,
Brian Smith


‘Artificial Coal’ feedback from Dan McFarlane
Dear Ed,
In July, Firebird completed her annual pilgrimage to Henley, which this year was an
excercise in petticoat trailing, or perhaps petty coat-trailing, as a result of some wierd
game of Chinese Diplomacy and Mexican Stand-offs to do with whether or not Steam
Launches should be polished to perfection, or predominantly functional, and who should
be entitled to run and maintain them. I will admit that my perverse and contrarian love
of such games is undoubtedly perpetuating the fun. However, I’ve always felt that when
it comes to holding our end up and promoting interest in heritage in general and steam
launches in particular, Firebirds’ contribution is best measured in miles, locks and tow-path
encounters - of which there have been many.
We were at liberty, consequently, on consecutive days, to make identical trips between
Shiplake, Marsh and Hambleden burning different fuels. Prior experience, to do with the
fact that the ‘pilgrimage’ takes three days and requires that we ship five hundred-weight
of bunkers each way, three fifths of which must be stowed ‘on deck’, disposed that the
fuels we trialled were ‘Welsh Steam’ coal from Foss-y-Fran, Anthracite from Aberpergwym,
Oxbow Red - a readily available manufactured ‘pellet’ from Oxbow Coal Ltd., and a quantity
of the ‘E Coal’ currently under discussion - That which is made from olive stones.
Considering ‘Welsh Steam’ as the bench-mark, I was surprised to find that Oxbow Red
was the superior fuel, disappointed with my inability to control the anthracite, and that
there might be some merit to ‘E coal’.
Considering the ‘E coal’; I was undoubtedly prejudiced against it and initially favourably
surprised. It does burn like a mid-volatile coal. Ultimately, however, it is not for me because
I was alarmed by how quickly we disposed of it, and it has to be said that the exhaust is
objectionable. It will burn hot, and fast, but it appears to have a lower energy density.
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Whether I gave it a fair trial is debatable as it was burned on the first leg of the return trip,
and once the hundred-weight we trialled was burned we segued into Welsh Steam so it
was difficult with a wet ash-pan to say exactly where it all went.
The anthracite is definitely not going to endear itself to those who are making relatively
short trips, with relatively long stops. It is either burning, or in the process of going out, and
I’m not entirely convinced that it isn’t possible to actually make it go out with the ‘blower’.
I really tried quite hard with the stuff, and am going to admit defeat. It is all but impossible
to avoid what I euphemistically call a ‘stalled’ fire, which only a supply of kindling will
remedy - It really will not do in the event that the owner needs to make an efficient getaway from the pub. Further, as it is in no way a ‘caking’ coal, the wastage through the grate
is significant.
Oxbow Red was the surprise. Functionally no different to the ‘Welsh Steam’, and with a
couple of advantages - Very little ash or wastage, and it is virtually impossible to lose the
fire by accident - It is designed so that it can burn very slowly, and is very tolerant of having
its air supply shut off completely - A short sharp ‘blow’ soon wakes it up. It really is idiot
proof. My preferred fuel. I was under the impression that it was a petroleum coke, but the
friendly coal merchant at Cholsey who supplies it to Firebirds’ up-river station where it is
used to fire the Aga, and can be readily appropriated, tells me that it is a mixture of petcoke and anthracite. It was - he said - probably the closest I was going to get to a steam
coal.
Practical Marine Engineering - Durand - 1901; has this to say, inter alia, about artificial
fuels - By a proper choice of the ingredients... a fuel of the most excellent quality may be
made... with no more breakage through handling than a good quality of semi-bituminous
or even semi-anthracite coal... They ignite readily and burn freely without excessive
formation of smoke, holding their shape without crumbling too rapidly on the grate. In
evaporative power the best briquettes are the equivalent of good coal...
All in all, a worthwhile trip, of which, maybe, more anon. Three-quarters of a ton of carbon
re-introduced to the carbon cycle to save the planet from the loony left.
Regards,
Dan McFarlane


Dan McFarlane offers a different view on Valve Timing
Dear Ed,
Takes a breath ~ I can only assume that one of us is having a blonde moment ~ F193 p66,
Paul Smith.
With reference to : Zeuner Diagram Article ~ Funnel 181; The Steam Engine and Other Heat
Engines - Sir J Alfred Ewing KCB., L.L.D., D.Sc., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., Director of Naval Education
&c., &c., Cambridge University Press - 1914
From the latter reference - ‘...in general it is better to sacrifice equality of lead and to
secure at least approximate symmetry in the positions of the two points of cut-off...’
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Without going through the arguments again, it is serendipitous that the problem of
balancing events and dealing with the discrepancy in inertia of the piston and attendant
motion between the up-stroke and the down-stroke tends to resolve itself - if you attempt
to balance the cut-off, then the discrepancy in lead tends to work in your favour to resolve
the inertia problem.
For those who wish to try this method, without going to the lengths of drawing Zeuner
Diagrams, this is how to proceed about it:
1) Very Quick Method - At top and bottom dead centres, measure the lead. Add the two
results and divide by three. Set the lead at top dead centre to this value. This will probably
be in the ball-park
2) Proceed from Step (1) and with reference to the mid-stroke position of the piston,
divined by measuring from some suitable point on the cross-head to some suitable point
on the block ( the bottom of the gland to the end of the piston-rod will do nicely ), arrange
that the ports close to steam at the same distance from the mid-point of the stroke on the
up-stroke and the down-stroke.
There will always be a compromise - It might well turn out that adjusting back from the
position arrived at by this method might be necessary if the engine proves difficult to start,
so reducing the discrepancy in lead at the expense of un-balanced events elsewhere, but
at least you are starting from somewhere intelligent.
Regards,
Dan McFarlane
P.S. My proof reader has labelled this as scathing - It wasn’t meant to be.


Robert Dossor offers a warning on trailer extensions
Dear Kevin,
Firstly, congratulations on another interesting and useful Edition of Funnel No. 193 –
always an informative and welcome read.
Secondly may I send a caution about trailer tow bar extensions? I have one on my trailer
which carries a Frolic 18 and weighs in at 1200kg. I inherited the extension with the original
trailer in which I had little confidence and used it several times on Norfolk Broads slipways.
I then bought a lovely new Graaf trailer and carried the extension with it, but after a few
uses I noticed that the brake piston wasn’t working properly and wouldn’t extend when
disconnected from my car.
On inspection I realised that when I used the extension the lever arm between the car
tow bar and the trailer hitch was enormous, and you can see that on the photos in ‘Funnel’.
Any deviation from a straight line in the tow – which will happen if the slipway doesn’t
have a consistent gradient long enough for the distance between the tow bar and the
trailer wheels (or jockey wheel if it’s on the ground)- or even the sag induced if the jockey
wheel is off the ground - will produce a vertical moment out of line of the extension arm,
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tending to bend the whole assembly and bending the weakest part – the extended trailer
piston. The outcome was a new hitch assembly at considerable cost because it had been
irretrievably damaged.
I have found only one slipway this long and most are shorter or have a change in gradient
somewhere along its length, especially where there’s a flood-bank included in the slipway.
Just a thought!
Happy steaming, your sincerely, Robert Dossor
[Following on from Andy Hopper’s article in F193, as I am sure this letter is, I think I should point
out that Andy’s extension bar is designed to be used without the jockey wheel and would
therefore be less, but not entirely, likely to suffer the malaise that Robert describes - Ed]
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>>> Rally Reports <<<
President’s Rally 2022
Reported by Scottish Rep. Adrian Greco, photos by George Willis

Lady Susan with our President and a lively crew onboard

In a crisis, every leader knows the benefit of keeping morale high within the ranks. “Put
the pandemic behind us and get on with life.” Michael was clearly determined to do his part
to return the SBA to normality with a President’s Rally at the start of the summer.
My task was to try to convince enough of our members to put their ‘covid related’
reservations aside and join in the fun. John Hendry did a lot of the groundwork to allow
us to see round ‘The Maid of The Loch’ and use the Loch Lomond Sailing Club facilities at
Balmaha.
Optimistically, I decided on a 3-center steamboat rally across 4 days. Starting at the
Falkirk Wheel on Friday June 3rd moving to Loch Ard for Saturday Morning where the
President’s Rally was held, then on Sunday 5th moving to Loch Lomond for one or two
days cruising around which would enable our participants to engage with the restoration
of the P.S. Maid of the Loch as well as exploring the Loch and its islands.
FRIDAY 3rd June: We started off well, with a total of 7 boats confirmed for the main Rally
on Saturday. Cinders, Zara Finn, Grayling, Smut, Daisy, Vesuvius and Lady Susan.
Only 3 boats (Cinders, Smut and Vesuvius) were able to come early enough to launch at
the Falkirk Wheel on Friday 3rd.
Once in the water, we all 3 moored up alongside the slip and could raise steam at our
leisure. Cinders was first off, followed by Smut, but it quickly went downhill for Vesuvius
– after no more than 10 yards, her propeller was clogged up with weeds and wouldn’t
move in any direction. By the time Vesuvius was weed-free the other boats were at the
top of the wheel and making progress along the canal. We all re-grouped and in brilliant
sunshine headed towards Polmont where we would stop for lunch.
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But the 6A in Vesuvius had other ideas. Steam clouds coming from the HP transfer
manifold meant we needed a running repair before continuing. So your author and a guest
crew walked to Polmont to buy lunch for a few of us, while leaving the crew of Vesuvius to
make a new joint for the manifold.
When we returned from our shopping expedition, to the moored boats, laden with
sandwiches, the new joint had been made, fitted and steam raised. There was no Cornflake
box on Vesuvius so wisdom dictated that instead they should sacrifice my folder for the
Rally in order to make a new gasket.
We are indebted to Scottish Canals for their hospitality, but I do wish they could remove
the weeds from the canals after they have cut them. Of course, faster props don’t clog up
like our slower props. So it’s a situation that is unlikely to change in the near future.
We all hauled out early on Friday evening in readiness for the Main Rally at Loch Ard on
Saturday.
SATURDAY 4th June: The Loch Ard Sailing club kindly let us use their launching facilities
and yard for boat storage as required. Another fine sunny day helped to ensure that all the
launching was again straightforward.

Fleet moored at Michael and Susan’s jetty

Soon we were moored up outside Michael’s
house enjoying his hospitality and the
company of his many friends from the village.
From his total command of the giant gas BBQ,
I feel sure that one day we may see Michael on
Masterchef? Once again, we must thank Susan
and Michael for organising the event.

After we were wined
and dined, it was out onto Loch Ard for some spectacular photo
opportunities which had been planned for the steamboats. This is
often like herding cats but we did our best – please remember that
steamboaters are individuals. Synchronisity may not be in their
blood. [See back cover - Ed]
SUNDAY 5th June: Based mainly
at the Loch Lomond Sailing club at
Balmaha, we all made an early start
re-assembling our boats ready for the
6 miles cruise down to Ballaoch and
Lord BBQ!
‘The Maid Of The Loch’.
Launching was easy with the assistance of the club
tractor and their expertise. Thanks go to Loch Ard Sailing
Club member Stephen Leeper (ex. SBA member and previous
steamboat owner) who organised our use of the club’s
facilities and their Committee for assisting us during our
stay there.
Susan’s fabulous ‘Jubilee’ Cake
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The cruise down to Balloch is straightforward normally, but the wind got a bit lively and
Loch Lomond is a big loch. This made for an exciting time despite the otherwise brilliant
sunshine and blue sky. It wasn’t raining but Vesuvius had her side curtains down otherwise
all the crew would have been soaked.
Down at Balloch it was very busy being a Bank Holiday weekend. Lots of visitors took
an interest in our boats and we in
turn took a very keen interest in
‘The Maid of The Loch’. We had 2
personalised tours of the ship under
restoration. Thanks go to Anne
Urquhart for organising the use of
their mooring pontoon and also the
tours of the Steam Winding House
and the paddle steamer itself.
Your Hon. Sec. Gillie Slater goes down to inspect the
engines as the ‘Hard Hat’ experts look on.

On Sunday evening, most of us
assembled for a BBQ at the Loch
Lomond Sailing club. The wine flowed
freely and even more charcoal was

procured as we began to enjoy our evening
together. No steamboaters were poisoned
in the making of said BBQ so we assume it
was a success.
MONDAY 6th June: The wind had
disappeared, brilliant Sunshine and clear
blue skies meant we had a much calmer
cruise down the loch to the island of
Inchmurrin where about 11 of us had lunch.
Was it just me or did it really feel as if
we were in the Southern Med? It doesn’t
happen often, but it’s great when you get
that feeling of being in a different country.

Adrian Greco ‘advises’ Chris Rolph!

Thanks go to all the visiting steamboaters
who participated in our event and we hope you enjoyed it as much as we did.

Adrian Greco, John Maltby and co-organiser John Hendry enjoying the engine room view
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The 46th Windermere Rally
26th June – 1st July 2022 - Reported by John Emmett
A stay in Broad Leys was a particular pleasure for me as I had never been there before,
although for the organisers, Malcolm Proud and Roger Kent, the experience gained from
maybe 30 previous Rallies there certainly showed. One touch that I particularly liked was
the single payment for the whole Rally
package. It was so simple that I even
forgot that I had paid back in December.
I wasn’t the only new visitor either,
the hard worked Broad Leys Manager/
Chef Richard had only been there for a
few days, and along with Beverley and
George, they certainly hit the ground
running in order to treat us all so well.
Arriving on the Sunday afternoon, we
launched into a swell that was being
whipped up by the southerly wind. Most
of us therefore retreated to a welcome buffet supper.
Monday saw the braver boats heading south to Fell foot to find that the Jetty area along
with the National Trust Cafe has had a huge makeover, making it a potential future launch
site. A few brave souls even made it along the shallows to the Swan.
On the evening we headed inland to the Millerbeck light Railway through the kind
permission of Arnold and Judith Gorse. This has always been a very popular addition to the
Windermere Rally and we rode the
7¼” gauge line in the gigantic garden.
After which a cold Buffet, organised
by Christine and Roger Kent, was
eaten in the now idyllic evening
weather.
Tuesday was Dress Day at
Windermere Jetty Museum, with an
evening barbecue at Broad Leys,
whilst on the Wednesday evening we
met at Wray Castle boathouse after
the last public Launch had departed,
for an idyllic firebox picnic supper
followed by an evening steam back A well provisioned picnic lunch stop
to Broad Leys via the back of Belle Isle.
Thursday saw the fleet steam round Belle Isle, followed by a sandwich lunch stop at
RWYC. Then back to the WMBRC via Lazy Bay for afternoon tea and the End of Rally Dinner
and prize giving at Broad Leys.
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Awards presented at the Rally Dinner:
The Windermere Trophy (most impressive boat and crew during the rally): Ursula
Windermere Kettle (Best Dressed Boat and polished Brass): Grayling
Pods Pot (Best traditionally built boat and most work done by the owner): Snipe
Boat

Members and Guests

Arlette

Brian, Lyn, Mark, Paul and Anne Smith

Aurora

Dot Bullough

Befur

Malcolm and Louise Duckett

Columbine

Christopher and David Adamson

Firefly

Mike Potts and Elissa Kelly

Grayling

John and Jill Maltby

Imp

Chris and Ian Davies

Lark Rise

Paul Self and Nathan Graham

Lulujo

Mike and Eileen Hanson

Meteorite

Mike and Frances Robinson

Naiad

John, Brenda and Lily Beveridge and Martin Bone

Obsidian

Russell and Maureen Clement

Senta

Roger and Marguerite Calvert

Shamrock

Roger Mallinson and Shamrock Trust guests

Snipe

John Emmett

Ursula

Julian Garratt and Soon Ok Jeon

Members attending without boats:
John, Kim and Noah Knapton

Jeff and Pat Kenworthy

Roger and Sue Heise

Commodore Gordon and Karen
Stevenson

Helen Steeple
Peter Hammond

John Griffiths

Ian Bucknall

Roger and Christine Kent

Dave Biss

Malcolm and Frances Proud

Mike Rutland

Les and Marilyn Gorton

Andrew and Jean Hobbins

Arnold and Judith Gorse (MLR)
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The Inaugural Fal Steamboat Rally
June 2022
Nigel Cooper reports
After several months of planning, how would it go?
The Fal estuary and the Carrick Roads are
well known as an outstanding location for
holidays and boating activities but there
is always one unpredictable factor; the
weather!!! In preparation for the arrival of
the bulk of the boat and owners, Quetzal
and Halcyon launched on the Thursday, in
the pouring rain: not a good start. Mylor
Yacht Harbour is an excellent location
in a sheltered area of the Carrick Roads
providing access to all the best places to
visit in the Estuary, with a café, bar, full
support services as well as the excellent berthing, we were still hopeful.
Waking up on the Friday morning we were greeted by bright sunshine and a brisk
breeze, what an improvement. The boats soon started arriving and the launching went
well at the adjacent public slipway to the harbour and with the help of Paul Braddock
and his very useful support work boat, we had all the boats on their moorings by 4:30pm
without having to raise steam, a good day’s work resulting in a beautiful sight in a beautiful
location.
The Rally proper kicked off on Friday evening with a skippers’ briefing and dinner at the
Castaways restaurant in Mylor Yacht Harbour, all the skippers were there, the atmosphere
was good, as was the food. To add some additional interest to the weekend Alan Davis
announced that a trophy was up for grabs at the event. This was the new West Country Cup
which had been donated to the SBA by the trustees of the now defunct Plymouth Classics
Rally to be presented to the best steamboat in a rally west of Bristol.
Saturday morning and the sunshine continued as did a slightly reduced breeze.
As planned, the boats headed across Carrick Roads to St Just in Roseland at exactly
10:00am…… SBA time. For this trip we had the support of two reliable, non-steam powered,
boats - Paul was still accompanying us and we had now been joined by Adrian Grigg with
his substantial 35 foot diesel workboat which allowed us to take many of the visitors along
on the trip. We had planned to visit the pool in front of the stunningly located St Just in
Roseland Church for a photographic opportunity, unfortunately the tide and wind direction
prevented this, so we tied up on the Pascoe’s Boatyard Jetty and walked up through the
church gardens for coffee and teacakes at the famous Miss V café - excellent.
After the break, many of the boats continued up the Fal River toward Malpas, thankfully
for the smaller boats, the breeze dropped as we moved into the more sheltered areas of the
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river, passing Trelissick Gardens, the King Harry Ferry and the Tregothnan Estate, beautiful
scenery all the way to Malpas. Thanks to another Paul and another Nigel, supervisors of
the Malpas Jetty, they had reserved some ideal moorings on the jetty for all the boats
and refreshments were taken at the Malpas Café and the Heron Inn while the tide turned.
Water taken for the boats and thirst of the crews quenched we head back down the river
to Mylor. Shortly after the departure the boats were chased down the river by a Harbour
Master launch causing some alarm, however after detaining Halcyon, Nigel of Malpas Jetty
returned the wallet to Nigel of Halcyon which he has dropped on the Jetty, us Nigels stick
together! Thank you, Nigel.
Sunday, and the sun was still bright and the breeze? Still a little brisk, after a brief
skippers’ meeting it was agreed that the planned trip to St Mawes would be cancelled, St
Mawes being more exposed to the open sea than St Just. Even with the support of Adrian
and Paul, common sense dictated this was a good decision especially for some of the
smaller boats. It was however disappointing for Alan and me as organisers as the St Mawes
Harbourmaster had been so helpful in the organising of the Rally and the local council had
advertised our visit. Maybe next time?
The meeting was an opportunity to make inaugural presentation of the West Country
Cup and the first name on the new trophy
will be Michelle and Richard Cooksley,
this has set the bar pretty high for future
winners. So, after a quiet morning in Mylor
Harbour enjoying the sun and shelter
or walking the local Mylor area, visiting
the village of Flushing being a popular
choice, at 1:30pm the boats set off for
the Pandora Inn in Restronguet Creek, a
sheltered trip up the west side of Carrick
Roads to a very popular pub with good
jetty stretching out into the creek for
mooring and eating. When a plan fails,
Cooksley receives his Cup from Chris
adapt the plan, so we agreed that as the Richard
Davis accompanied by the rest of the gang
jetty would probably be packed, it being a
sunny Sunday afternoon, Adrian would take the big boat up first, set an anchor nearby and
one of the smaller boats would shuttle everyone to the jetty. The word must have got out
that steamboats were coming that would be blasting out smoke to spoil everyone’s day as
when we arrived there was mooring alongside for everyone, including Adrian and as usual
we were welcomed by all those who were enjoying food and drinks on the pontoons. A
relaxing day for all and the revised plans had worked well.
Monday, bright sunshine, and very little breeze but unfortunately no support boats, as
Adrian and Paul had to return to work. As we knew this would happen, we had booked
a lunch for the Monday at the Pandora Inn to take advantage of its sheltered location
for a boat trip. Considering the weather and having visited the Pandora Inn the day
before it was time to adapt the plan again and we set off earlier than planned to visit the
National Trust Trelissick Gardens which we had passed on Saturday. This location has its
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own small jetty which was available and we were able to walk through the gardens and
have refreshments before returning to the Pandora to enjoy the planned lunch. Again, the
revised plans worked well.
Tuesday and the excellent weather continues. For those boats who had been able to
extend their visit to the Fal there was an invite for lunch at the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club
in Falmouth, detached berthing provided and a launch to transfer us to the clubhouse was
an encouraging start and lunch taken in the sun while looking over the Falmouth harbour
was excellent. I won’t describe it now, but I suggest that you look at the video Alan posted
on the SBA discussion group Facebook page.
Wednesday and the weather continued to be excellent, another quiet day enjoying the
Mylor area with some local independent cruising before recovering all the remaining boats
and retiring to the Norway Inn at Perranarworthal (yes this is Cornwall) for an end of rally
dinner, a chance to say goodbye and celebrate an excellent event.
Was the rally a success? I know I am biased,
but it must have been one of the best SBA events
I have visited, though the weather threw up some
challenges it also contributed to the success. Will
it happen again? I really hope so, but it was a lot
of work organising an event over a relatively large
geographical area and some more challenging
waters while ensuring it was always safe, and we
are now taking stock for the future. Is it an event
for all boats? Yes, Mylor even has a crane launch
system for the biggest boats and smaller boats
such as Bethanne’s Rival performed well in the
conditions, if you are worried about your brass,
perhaps you need to think about it, especially if you
hold the Montague Cup! A couple of days polishing
work and Halcyon was back shinning ready for
Bristol Harbour Festival.
Alan and I have many people to thank for the
success, firstly all those brave steamboat owners
who braved the Cornish lanes to get their boats to Mylor and fully engaged with the event
and, yes, the changes. Mylor Yacht Harbour for all the support they gave us including
15% off the mooring fees, St Mawes Harbourmaster, we did our best to get there but
that westerly breeze was too challenging and finally the places we did get to, and really
welcomed us, Pandora Inn, St Just in Roseland, Malpas, Trelissick, RCYC and anyone else
who helped and I have forgotten.

Boats attending: Artemis, Quetzal, Pioneer, Isambard,
Cutty Wren, Bethanne’s Rival, Michelle, Puffin,
Halcyon, Lollipop, Clio, Hilda, Blue Belle
Stop Press: Dates for next year announced: Friday 16th to Monday 19th June, 2023
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Bristol Harbour Festival 2022
Kevin Slater reports because he forgot to
press-gang anyone else to do it!
Yes, Bristol happened again this year and as best as anyone can remember it is the 10th
time that Gillie and I have organised the event, so you would hope that we know how to
do it by now!
The initial planning was very along the lines of
‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’. The date is set for us as
we always align our event with the Bristol Harbour
Festival (which was celebrating 50 years this year) to
give attendees some extra attractions.
In lieu of free Fos-Y-Fran coal the very generous
Harbour Master, Tony Nichols, provided us with a
couple of tonnes of ‘eco-friendly’ eCoal50 to tempt
boats along so that they could experiment with it at
no cost to themselves. All I will say is that we used less
than 1 tonne and have now swapped the 2nd tonne for
another so-called ‘eco-friendly’ combustible, ‘Wildfire’,
on which we will experiment next year. I hope it keeps!
Everyone arrived at suitable intervals so that the
launching was much like a production line with boats Zara Finn keeps a watchful eye on
being ferried from the Cottage Pub slip to our assigned Rattller’s crew!
moorings by Clive Lee in Hilda.
We had a super buffet (seriously over catered!) on Friday night at a friendly local pub and
Saturday saw us, in glorious sunshine, do our Parade for the benefit of the 250,000 strong
crowd along with much whistle blowing and siren sounding outside the famous M-Shed
Industrial Museum.
Free Beer. Yes, you read that correctly - there was a promotional stand right next to
where we were moored dispensing an (almost) limitless supply of free cold beer which, on
such a very hot day, was exceedingly well received and large quantities were quaffed by
us. As an added bonus it turned out to be alcohol-free, so we didn’t even get drunk!
Saturday evening saw us congregate at the Ashton Court Miniature Railway, courtesy of
Bristol SMEE, for an excellent BBQ organised by Ned, Pavlina, Eliska & Minka Minns.
Sunday, again in glorious sunshine, saw us chug up the River Avon to the Lock & Weir
pub for a superb ‘Sunday Roast’. Most of us ‘pulled out’ that evening.
Boats attending: Rattler (Bert & Kara Allen plus Jim Huntley); Aireees V (Nigel & Lorraine
Andrews); Halcyon (Nigel & Barbara Cooper); Kathleen (Paul Cummins & Family); River
Song (Ian Heppinstall); Hilda (Clive Lee); Fiddlers Green (Ned Minns & Family); Firefly
(Mike Potts and Elissa Kelly); Duet (John & Wendy Puddy); Zara Finn (Kevin & Gillie Slater!)
No-boaters: John Jewsbury, Julie Cons and Dave Biss.
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‘Get your feet wet!’ & Puffing a-Wey ‘22
Mark Rudall reports from Guildford

How do we manage to run an event for a decade or so and still only occasionally get the
name right? Hey ho! It gets called ‘Puffin away’, which is obviously an event for sea birds
with funny beaks, or variations on ‘Puff away’ or ‘Puffing away’, very evidently an event for
heavy smokers. Indeed it might have legitimately been called that in the heady 1970s when
Players, the cigarette company, used steam launches like ‘Hero’ for promotional purposes.
But from 2011 to 2022 it’s been ‘Puffing a-Wey’, a National Trust name for a steamboat
event that they very generously encourage and actively sponsor on the lovely River
Wey in Guildford. And we’re very grateful to them for the waiving of licence and camping
charges and free use of slips and other resources. It’s a real gift event and warm thanks
National Trust!
It’s quite a weekend. We kicked off with ‘Get your feet wet!’ a training day for potential
steamboaters. We ran this in 2021 but Covid put a stop to the planned 2021 ‘Puffing a-Wey’
to follow it. So this year was the second time we’ve done it and our Northern colleagues
on Windermere are launching something very similar which they have wisely dubbed
‘Keeping your feet dry’.
We hope theirs will be, like ours, a hugely enjoyable day. In Guildford we held our event
in the National Trust boatyard at Stoke Lock on the River Wey, an enchanting site between
the serenely fragrant settlement tanks of Guildford’s sewage works and the town’s equally
sublime refuse and recycling centre.
But actually, those twin attractions did not divert attention from the boats, their owners,
the questions and the craic...
The day featured Nigel Thomson with ‘Anna Jayne’ (side-fired loco type boiler
and vertical HP twin), Ian Bucknall with ‘Melissa’ (VFT and Stuart 5A single) and John
Richardson with ‘Lady Amanda’ (John King Yarrow type WT boiler and Taylor Twin). This
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writer took the electric former steamboat ‘Emerald’
along as ‘Mazeppa’ is still undergoing major overhaul.
The aim was to demonstrate the accessibility of
steamboating and the options available to those
who want ‘to get their feet wet’.
In the boatyard itself the visitors were able to
experience the challenges of manoeuvring boats and
trailers of different sizes in confined spaces, safety
issues, the use of front towing hitches and much else.
As all boats launch and perform differently we had
a good range of hulls and machinery for the group
to observe. Steamboats were flashed up and owners
talked to the visitors before piling them aboard and
taking them up river to Dapdune wharf where picnic
lunches were eaten. Some passengers changed
boats for the trip back. Time was taken to go through
the lock at Stoke as lock disciplines were new to
some present and the lock is right there, beside the
yard. Having ‘Emerald’ on hand was great for carrying
anyone who wished to keep clean (!) and indeed,
for at least one member of the party to observe
as he plans a steamboat that might eventually be
converted to electricity. But of course we don’t talk
about that!
Even the boats have to sleep
The day was formidably hot but a real delight with
a real sense of people throwing questions into the ring and going away with answers
and insights. To our delight, Nigel Andrews, a member of the 2021 Group would arrive the
following day for his first SBA event with ‘Arieees V’ – the rejuvenated much-extended
former Frolic 18 created many years ago by the late Bob McMillan.
Ian Bucknall put a lot of work into making this day a success, as he did with the rest of
the weekend and the generous input of the quietly authoritative Nigel Thomson and John
Richardson made the day very special.
With three boats already in the water, we were gearing up for Puffing a-Way itself which
gets under way as boats arrive on the Friday. The public are around on the Saturday and
many interested souls were invited aboard by generous boat owners – to whom warm
thanks - for runs up into central Guildford or downstream to Stoke Lock. The atmosphere,
as ever, was relaxed and peaceful.
We were extremely grateful to the ever capable Jayne Thomson who quietly organised
the Saturday evening barbecue after the National Trust, who had planned to combine our
event with one of their own for their volunteers, had to withdraw because of Covid. Many
thanks Jayne – and to all who helped. We were grateful too for the presence of Philip
and Patricia Alexander with ‘Grinch Mountain’ playing bluegrass as we ate. They added
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something special. Bluegrass has always been a type of folk music characterised by songs
of terminal despair or slightly morbid sentimentality sung to upbeat tunes which, if you
think about it, exactly characterises the Spirit of Steamboating...
Boats attending ‘Puffing a-Wey’ were ‘Anna Jayne’, ‘Melissa’, ‘Lady Amanda’, ‘Kathleen’,
‘Zara Finn’, ‘Lollipop’, ‘Arieees V’, ‘La Melinite’, ‘Ursula’, ‘Aurelia’ plus former steam boat
‘Emerald’ that was taken out by various SBA members who visited sans boats. Three other
booked boats ‘Bubble & Squeak’, ‘Cutty Wren’ and ‘River Song’ weren’t able to appear for
various reasons.
One or two excitements spiced up events. Andy Hopper’s hp twin in ‘Aurelia’ was
showing signs of having a broken crankshaft – with gungy black cast iron dust darkening
the oil oozing from his centre crankshaft bearing. But the potential failure lasted out the
weekend. John Richardson’s ‘Lady Amanda’ performed superbly, as it always does, but
had an altercation with a bridge suffering a slightly bent canopy as John sought to avoid a
platoon of canoeists but leant away from his tiller mid-crisis to turn on his blower.
But such is steamboating, and we kept quiet about stuff like that at ‘Get your feet wet!’
of course...
Thanks again to Ian Bucknall and to the National Trust River Wey team. We very much
appreciate their friendship, generosity, patience and care. They have tentatively indicated
that ‘Puffing a-Wey’ can happen again next year and, if it does, we hope to see you there!
Remember the name.
[We are greatly indebted to Mark for the wonderful relationship he has grown over many
years with the National Trust at Guildford and for his ‘evening’ bluegrass double bass skills
with Grinch Mountain which make this a unique event in our steam boating calendar - Ed]

“What time were we all supposed to leave? And
where’s my crew!”

I’m starting to get the hang of this
steamboating malarkey
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Sandpiper 40 year Reunion
John Emmett reports from 31st May 2022

The oringal watercolour of Sandpiper’s Maiden Voyage

Just what the SBA is all about - a group of interested friends getting together, 40 years
on, to remember, reminisce, eat, drink and be merry.
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Sandpiper outside a pub!

Situation normal: 1 working, 4 looking on!

Sandpiper underway
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STANLEY & THOMAS BOATBUILDERS LIMITED
TOM JONES BOATYARD

ROMNEY LOCK

WINDSOR

For all your boating requirements
07936023698

boatbuilders419@gmail.com

www.stanleyandthomas.co.uk
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An Affordable Steam Launch Project
Earlier this year, John King and Noel Donnelly began assembling
an affordable steam launch based on a familiar 15’ sailing
dinghy hull – an idea John outlined in a very complete
‘Funnel’ feature in summer 2020 (Funnel 185 p35).
John writes: ‘Having sold his paddle steamer ‘Monarch’, Noel was able to take the project
on, from drawings and calculations I produced based on the Fairey Albacore hull. At this
year’s AGM, Noel showed his ‘Tiny Twin’ engine and could not resist buying a David King
‘Newton Coil’ boiler in the auction. Thus between us we had accumulated a hull, a trailer,
an engine and a boiler, all of which suited each other.
‘When he collected the hull from me he was short of breath and had just had fluid
drained from his lungs. This turned out to be cancer and he is no longer in a position to
take the project forward so we are looking ideally for an enthusiastic SBA member who
would like to continue Noel’s good work.’
Alternatively someone is sought who might be in a position to offer dry storage space
which would buy time for the right new owner/developer to be found if that doesn’t
happen immediately.
Noel is keen to cover his costs to date – just £800. In conjunction with SBA Services
John King has indicated that he will survey and certify the boiler and provide guidance on
modifications and propeller design.
The drawing below highlights the attractive lines of the Albacore-based steamboat. It
shows a ¼A size Kingdon boiler which corresponds roughly to the Newton Coil in terms of
height profile and output.

If you are interested, please contact:
Noel Donnelly direct: 01929 556031 purbecklivesteam@gmail.com
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Steam Yachting from the Woman’s Angle
By Beverly Sullivan - reprinted from ‘Steamboats and
Modern Steam Launches’- spotted by Alan Davis
Until I married the owner of a 23-foot steam launch, I had visions of yachting aboard a
lovely little craft. I could see myself sprawled lazily on the deck in the appropriate voguish
attire, with the sun shining gloriously around me. This illusion, coupled with the constant
assurance of my husband’s steam enthusiast friends that steaming was fun, left me ill
prepared for the voyages ahead.
The problem of apparel was my first head-on collision with steaming. For the shakedown
cruise, I purchased a cute little denim outfit. On the eagerly awaited day, we began by
carting sacks of dirty wood down the dock to the boat. But this really wasn’t too bad - I
got only partially dirty and after much rearranging of the woodpile we steamed out onto
the lake. Thinking this was the moment to relax, I climbed on top of the woodpile to soak
up some sun. We sailed along beautifully for a while, until I noticed that I was enveloped
in sooty drops of water from the engine exhaust in the funnel. Then the safety valve blew
off and I was completely drenched with hot rusty water. After my safety valve cut loose I
learned to stay on the windward of the smokestack!
I returned from this excursion with clothes ten shades darker, a dusky complexion, and
a temper much hotter than the day. Accepting the hazards of steaming, I purchased some
dark clothes and reconciled myself to looking sooty after every cruise. The way we dressed
never really bothered me until it was time to return home through the locks from Puget
Sound. We often had to tie up alongside of huge, expensive yachts while awaiting our turn
to go through, and of course their owners would always peer down and ask questions
about our boat and engine.
In an uncovered boat, there just isn’t any place to escape scrutiny. I always had to sit and
smile at the smartly dressed ladies on the other boats, being acutely aware of the contrast
in our apparel. I often wondered what they thought about that dirty girl who rode around
on the funny smoking black boat. They were usually most polite, but their aversion to our
surroundings was apparent on their faces. One day one of the ladies started to tell me how
anxious she was to get home and take a bath after cruising for a whole week. She blushed
and quickly changed the subject when she realized how speckled and dirty I was.
Besides dirt, our boat had other inconveniences - such as no heads. We would go out for
the day laden with pop, water, and beer. The morning would be fine, but around noon the
absence of a head would become quite apparent. Of course, we would be near other boats,
or close to shore, but not close enough to tie up and find facilities. I objected to the lack
of a head, but my kidneys and bladder objected even more strenuously than I. We always
took two buckets along - one for bailing, and one for other emergencies.
On rainy days, we also took along a large tarp to fend off the water. Not only did the tarp
keep us dry, but during the rain I could daintily crawl inside with my bucket and take care of
nature’s demands. One rainy afternoon, however, we were tied up to a log boom watching
some hydroplane time trials. Having given up all hope of reaching a bathroom, I decided
I would have to use the emergency facilities. A friend who was along for the day did not
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know why I had climbed under cover, but he saw a chance to clown around. Just when I
thought the coast was clear - off whizzed the tarp! I’m not sure whose face was reddest:
his, mine, or the faces of the people on the next boat.
After a few of these experiences I thought I might retire from boating but was persuaded
to give it another try. We picked a quiet day and planned to run over to a little picnic
spot we liked. We were on our way when a large excursion steamer with quite a bone in
her teeth approached us — a 200-foot monster, loaded with passengers. She gave us
one short blast on her whistle, and we had to answer. This commotion brought most of
the passengers to the rail, where they stood looking down at us - and could have spit
down our funnel if they so desired. While they gazed on us like fish in a bowl, the big boat
surged past and left us pitching in her wake. At this point, our captain abandoned the
tiller and rushed forward to grab our rather tall vertical boiler. He casually remarked that
the boiler was “a little loose on its base” and I felt a little loose in the base for consenting
to come along. I also felt a bit like Katharine Hepburn steaming down the Yalinga in the
African Queen. I wanted to avoid people the way she wanted to avoid the Germans. Mostly,
though, I just plain wanted to avoid boats.
Of course, after a few more trips I adjusted to steaming and found that I enjoyed it as
much as my husband and the other enthusiasts. I looked forward to carting wood, doing
without adequate facilities, and the other hazards of open boating. Fun and good times
have helped balance the ledger. Steaming has become a way of life, because I saw it
through. Now that we have acquired the 70-foot steam tug Moonlight, my husband assures
me I can learn to be a good helmsman. My head is filled with visions of becoming another
Tugboat Annie.

Caen Hill Locks, Kennet and Avon Canal

Top ten must-see canal locations
In the year that the CRT celebrates their tenth anniversary
as a charity, they’re compiling a list of the top ten
must-see locations along our canal network.
Email your suggestions to: Funnel@steamboatassociation.org.uk
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What is it?
Electrifying member Ian Rutter thought this pic
might exercise some steamy grey cells.

It was on display at the fantastic Amberley Museum in West Sussex.
It is a BVC Vacuum Cleaner of 1903.
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Maid of Scrap – a history (part 3)
Pete Cuthbert continues the saga:
A Beginning – The Cradle and Trailer
Now that I had a boat, or two, all I needed was a cradle so that the boat could be worked
on securely and safely. Also, while I was at it, a trailer to move it about if the need arose.
The length of a GP 14 is, surprise, surprise, 14ft and I needed a cradle that would support
the hull well enough for me to climb aboard and work inside, from the inside, if you know
what I mean. Thus, the length of the cradle needed to be 6 to 7 ft long.
I had a reasonable set of woodworking tools and had just found a table saw for only £30
on e-bay. Luckily, it was only 22 miles away so collection was not a problem. That is one of
the most annoying things about e-bay. You find the absolute bargain, just what you need
only to find it is 4 miles outside Landsend, or in the Scottish Highlands and is collection
only.
Having an old boat to work on was a Godsend as I could make the cradle and the trailer
on the upturned wooden hull. As both were identical things, they could be adjusted to fit
before transferring them to the fibreglass hull.
I had a drawing and a cutting list and, thus armed, it was off to VP Demolition for some
second hand timber. I found enough old scaffold planks and the 4 X 4 for the cradle
build. Now one thing you have to remember with any reclaimed timber is that it has been
used before. So, it is essential that it is thoroughly examined and all nails, screws, etc.
are removed. Not only will they ruin your tools and saw blades, they can and will cause
serious injury when a high-speed blade meets embedded steel. Protective clothing and
eye protection must be worn. No rings or watches should be worn and, if you have long
hair, tie it up in a hair net or similar.
The equipment you use must be in good condition with no frayed or damaged cables.
Use a plug-in RCD in the socket if it is not built-in. Tools and saw blades must be sharp with
no missing teeth, while portable saw benches and table saws must be firmly sited. After
all, there are many quite intelligent joiners who can’t count to ten on their fingers. Try not
to be another one!
If you adopt safe working practices and keep the work area clean and tidy, not only
will you be able to find things easier, you won’t fall over stuff. If you change a blade on a
power tool or have to work on it for an adjustment, unplug it. Don’t just switch it off. When
using my table saw I always switch it off, lower the blade and remove the plug between
cutting different pieces. Basic common sense can be the slim difference between enjoying
yourself and ending up in the casualty department.
After de-nailing the timber that I would be using, I marked off 6 pieces 7ft X 4” out of the
scaffold planks. These formed the sides while four pieces of 4” X 4” cut 2ft 6” long made the
uprights. Four more pieces 2ft 6” by 8” conformed to the hull shape with 4 more pieces 4ft
6” by 4” formed the end section.
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Modern wood glues are fantastic. No boiling bones in a pot or the smell of dead fish.
Just use it straight out of the bottle or cartridge and it sticks like s**t to a blanket. I wanted
a waterproof quick setting easy to apply glue and to me, there is only one. It comes either
in a bottle or in a cartridge that fits into a sealant gun. There are two types; fast grab and
set and movable ¾ hour set. I used the moveable in conjunction with 4” decking screws
as it gave a bit of time to square things up. Once it has set, the wood will break before the
glue.
Gloves are an absolute must as there is no solvent that will get it off. After all, filing your
fingers is no joke. There was no need for any fancy joints. Just a pilot hole for the screws
and a little bit of soap on the threads. It makes all the difference when screwing them in.
Four castors from an old supermarket trolley (found in the scrap yard) were added and
I soon had a very sound cradle that I could move single-handed. The total build time for
the cradle was just a day.
I wanted to start work on the boat as soon as possible, but I wanted to make sure that
all my timber was well and truly dry. I stacked it all under a cover in such a way that it had
good airflow around it and decided to get on with the trailer.
The road trailer was to be of conventional design. The longitudinal beam was made from
two lengths of 2” scaffold tube, and the axle of 2 X 2 X ¼” angle plus 4” X ¼” flat. The front
and rear bracings were made from 2 X 2 X ¼” angle. The keel was supported on 2” diameter
rollers and the hull was held at the bow with a 10” X 2” flat support on each side. The
chine and bottom was supported on a rubber covered piece of ramin hardwood 1½” thick,
6” wide and 5ft long. This gave extra support in the engine-boiler area. The mudguards
were plastic fitted to 1” X ¼” angle bolt on brackets. Three quarter ton Indespension units
mounted with greaseable Mini hubs and Mini wheels running on 10ply heavy duty tyres
provided contact with, and insulation from, the road. A 30-cwt winch was mounted on the
bolt on winch post. Finally, a conventional 50mm ball hitch finished off the pointy end.
In addition, four holding down brackets were fitted along with rings and brackets for the
removable lighting board and cable.
After the components had been cut, welded and drilled, they were taken to Roften
Galvanising in Ellesmere Port for hot dip zinc galvanizing. Roften Galvanizing was
established in 1977 and has a bath capacity of 9m X 2.8m X1.45m. Once that was done,
the trailer was assembled up side down on the wooden hull. This ensured that the hull
supports were set up precisely in position. New galvanized bolts, washers and Nylock nuts
completed the assembly with Locktite on all the bolts. There is nothing quite like seeing
a mudguard assembly flying off and bouncing up the M6 in your rear view mirror when
cruising at 70mph. I know, as it has happened to me. That’s why it was belt and braces –
Nyloc nuts and Loctite.
All boat trailers should be galvanized, especially trailers that experience salt water, as
the molten zinc coats the steelwork inside and out. It is the only thorough protection for
any steel that will be immersed in water. Painting is false economy as trailers rot from the
inside. The galvanizing process is straight forward and relatively simple. It was patented
by a French chemist about 100 years ago.
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The item to be galvanized is first immersed in a solution of hydrochloric acid which
cleans, de-rusts and removes any mill scale on the metal. The item is then washed in plain
water and dipped in zinc ammonium chloride flux. This makes the molten zinc adhere to
the steel. The item is then dipped in the molten zinc at 450⁰C and slowly removed. It is
then inspected and any dross or sharp edges removed. Any enclosed sections must be
vented as this can cause trapped air to expand and explode.
The total cost of galvanizing my components was £73. Paint, primer, undercoat and top
coat would have been very similar in price but nowhere near as good.

Figure 1 – The assembled trailer

So, that was the cradle and trailer finished. All new components were used anywhere that
safety was concerned. No re-moulds thank you! However, the second hand components
for the non-critical bits kept the cost down. The next stage was to make a start on the hull.
To be continued
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A blast
from the
past
Compiled by
Andy Hopper

The aim of this section is to bring back to life
articles and ideas from past ‘Funnels’
Dear Sir,
Many boat owners with small boilers have difficulty
in seeing clearly what the water level in the glass
is. There have even been occasions when a skipper
has thought the glass was full to the top - when it
was in fact empty. Not a very healthy situation!
There is a simple and startlingly effective
solution!
Take a strip of thin brass strip, about 1” wide
and long enough to extend the full length of the
glass; paint this white and then paint on a series
of parallel black diagonal lines 1” apart and thick
enough to he clearly visible several feet away.
With an empty glass tube in front of this backing
what you will see when looking at it straight on is
this:(The refractive effect of the glass tube is to slope
the lines even more)
With water in the tube the effect is totally
different. The lines are actually bent up the other
way! This makes the water level instantly visible and from any angle.
There is a popular fallacy in circulation that this
doesn’t work. It does. The navy used the trick for
decades.
Yours faithfully,
‘Clack-valve’
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FOR YOUR BOOKSHELF
THE GREAT AGE OF STEAM
ON WINDERMERE *
By George Pattinson
Reviewed by ‘LEGATUS’
This is a fascinating book for any steam enthusiast whose interest
extends beyond the technical to the historical aspects of our
hobby. For Windermere occupies a unique place in the development of
steam propulsion on British inland waters. The construction of the
railway in 1847 gave ready access to the Lake District and steamers
provided pleasure for both rich and poor, albeit in rather different
circumstances. For the former spared little expense on steam yachts
and launches of increasing elegance as the nineteenth century passed
into the twentieth. Then the development of the internal combustion
engine and the economic pressures of the first World War virtually swept
the small private steamer from the lake. George Pattinson provides
an excellent account of the history of steam on Windermere, the more
interesting for the social perspective in which he sets it. The book is
also timely in that the memories on which it draws will not be around
for ever, nor will the photographs it contains be safe unless their
value is recognised. Some of the boats the book describes are of course
preserved in the Windermere Steamboat Museum to which the profits from
this book go.
George Pattinson is writing for the general reader, which is just as
well, for profits from SBA sales alone would be thin pickings. The
enthusiast is likely to identify two shortcomings in the book. First,
to understand the development which led from DOLLY to OTTO, it would be
useful to have technical details (insofar as they are available) set
out in tabular form in an annex. Our own Steam Boat Index provides this
information of course, but not about boats which are no more. Second,
the only surviving boats described in the book are those in the museum.
Reference to Sir W.B.Forwood’s BANSHEE (now on the Thames) and SHAMROCK,
newly restored by Roger Mallinson, to mention but two, would make the
book more complete.
A trip on ESPERANCE at an early age left a lasting impression on your
reviewer, and the sight of BRANKSOME or SWALLOW across the lake is for
some of us an essential part of the Windermere scene, George Pattinson’s
part in preserving this is no mean one, and it is good that he has set
it down in print.
* ‘The great Age of steam on Windermere‘ is published by the Windermere
Nautical Trust at £7.50
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Galley Slaves’ Corner
No. 5 - Iced Ginger Shortcake
By Emma Robinson
(Particularly suitable for consumption in Lazy Bay, Windermere)
5 oz. Plain Flour
6 oz. Marge

3 level teaspoonfuls Syrup

2 oz. Sugar

4 tblsp Icing sugar

1 level teaspoonful B.P.
1 level teaspoonful Ground Ginger.
Method:
Grease 8” square or round tin. Sieve flour, B.P. and ginger. Cream marge
and sugar until light and fluffy.
Mix dry ingredients into the creamed mixture; spread in the tin and cook
for 45 minutes until golden brown. (Oven 350°F, Gas mark 3)
Meanwhile prepare the icing by heating the ingredients over a low flame,
then pour over the shortcake whilst hot. Cut into fingers while still
warm.

The Editor’s Feed Water Heater
The essence of the device is that the
feed [water] line [to the boiler] is
split into three smaller tubes in[side]
this [pre]heater.
(It will be observed that the Editor has
no idea how to draw a triple helix)
The containing tube is standard domestic
copper and the ends can be bought quite
cheaply.
However you make one, I can vouch for the
extra 10% of heat provided by it - and
all that heat is free!
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OIL FIRED !
The following piece of poetry on the burning of fuel oil should be
committed to memory by every junior engineer:
Set the burners open wide

Do not touch the valve at side
Keep the pressure on the pump
And up the bally steam will jump.
If the smoke is black and thick,
Open up the fans a bit;
If the smoke is thick and white,
To slow the fans will be quite right;
For when sufficient air is given,
No smoke ascendeth up to Heaven.
If the jets refuse to squirt,
Assume the cause is due to dirt;
Should the flame be short and white,
You have combustion clear and bright;
But should the flame be yellow and long
Combustion is entirely wrong
A wise man to his heater sees
And keeps it at ten score degrees;
To have it more is not quite wise,
Because the oil may carbonise
A little lower has been found
To give as good results all round.
If the filters are kept clean,
No rise in pressure will be seen;
But should the pump kick up a ruction,
There’s likely air within the suction.
The pressure governs the supply So do not keep it very high.
If these Instructions you will follow,
You’ll beat the other fellow hollow!
From B.0.T. Orals and Marine Engineering Knowledge,By W.C.MacGibbon
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SOD’S LAW
Dear· Sir,
I would like to draw your readers’ attention to Murhy’s Law, as modified
by the late Rodney Drews and applied to the art of ‘piping up’. Drews’s
Law states:
1. A pipe, cut to length will be too short.
2. A given box of fittings will contain every sort and size except the
one essential to the job.
3. The last bend in a pipe will kink.
4. When fitting the last steam valve in place, it will be found that
there is no room for it to turn to be screwed into place, thus
necessitating complete dismantling of the piping.
5. The pipe, so carefully fitted yesterday will now be found to foul the
one you put in this morning.
G. A given length of lagging will leave four Inches of pipe uncovered.
7. A nut, dropped anywhere in the boat, will end up under the boiler.
Yours in resignation, ‘Clackvalve’

To the memory of THOMAS SCAIFE
KILLED IN A BOILER EXPLOSON AT BROMSGROVE, 1840.
The a bove was taken, with some minor alterations from a tombstone
erected at the joint expense of his fellow workmates in 1842. It was
sent to FUNNEL by Daphne and Martin Neville.
My engine now is cold and still,
No water does my boiler fill:
My coke affords its flame no more,
My days of usefulness are o’er.
My hull denies its noted speed,
no more my guiding hand it heeds.
My whistle too has lost its tone,
Its shrill and thrilling sounds are gone.
My valves are now thrown open wide,
My flanges all refuse to guide:
My clacks also, though once so strong,
Refuse to aid the busy throng.
No more I feel each urging breath My steam is now condensed in death.
Life’s steamboat’s oer,
Each quayside past,
In death I’m stopped and rest at last.
Farewell, dear friends and cease to weep,
In Christ I’m safe.
In Him I sleep.
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This two-part story, recalling a wartime delivery voyage made by the author from
Glasgow to Cape Town, was first published in 1978 in the magazine ‘SEA BREEZES’ whose
Editor has kindly given permission for it to be reproduced In THE FUNNEL.

Tug to Table Bay. Part 2.
By John 0. Young
We spent a very pleasant week in the pretty little Welsh port, or perhaps I should say
that some of us did, for at this stage of the voyage we had a spot of crew trouble. Some of
the Glasgow contingent, whom I had earlier predicted would be capable of causing a riot
in a monastery, decided to throw the steward headfirst down the after companionway - to
his severe injury.
This was a procedure I had often heard advocated in other ships, but never actually seen
performed. The ambulance and the local constabulary were called, the whole incident
causing a lot of trouble for the captain. I remember going to a little hospital, which seemed
to be out in the countryside, to visit the poor old steward who was in a bad way: although
he had done his best to poison us, I still felt sorry for him.
We were now very short- handed in the engine room and stoke-hold with nearly half the
black squad in jail, pending trial for assault, and the captain contacted the contractors in
London with a request for assistance in recruiting more hands.
In the meantime, I had decided to see the sights of Milford Haven. The ship had a heavy
dinghy which was fitted on a little platform between the first pair of strongbacks (please not ‘towing beams’, as I once saw them described in a well-known publication which shall
be nameless). It was put there as an additional lifeboat, but I think its usefulness was more
psychological than anything else. I often imagined myself, if the ship had been sinking,
seated in the dinghy with the oars ready in the rowlocks, waiting to float off. I asked the
good-natured mate if I could have the dinghy in the water in order to go sightseeing round
the harbour, and he readily agreed. So, amid much grunting from the deck- hands, the
dinghy, which was built like all British small boats of the period - from scaled down plans
of HMS Victory, was put over the side. She was provided with the time-honoured notch in
the transom which enabled me to go off alone, sculling round the fish-scented harbour
and having a yarn with the sailors on other ships, many of whom expressed admiration for
our tug, which made me feel very proud.
I suppose that Milford Haven is a more prosperous place today, with huge tankers coming
and going, but I shall always remember it as a quiet and peaceful little port, with plenty of
green country all around. Soon it was time to be on our way once more, and this time we
were to have the benefit of a convoy for at least part of the way. The dinghy was shipped
and secured on her little private deck, our bunkers topped up with the best Welsh nuts,
and the captain took his boy radio officer ashore to a convoy conference. Replacements
had been found for our troublesome crew members and the new men looked far better
types. A couple had been obtained locally from fishing vessels, while others had been sent
down from London.
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We squeezed our way back through the narrow gate, this time without calamity.
Never having seen a convoy form up in ideal sunny conditions, I was not surprised when
darkness fell on this one, leaving the participants still groping about trying to find their
proper stations. Looking back on the convoys, I still wonder at the remarkable seamanship
and organisation that must have gone into them, particularly the big ones.
I can remember bitterly cold pitch-black winter nights off Sandy Hook, with dozens of
deep-laden ships tripping over each other, trying to grope their way into their proper
columns. Our little Milford Haven convoy was somewhat different. In fact, when I went out
on deck in the morning to see what kind of company we were in, I was surprised to see
such a peculiar collection of ships. I cannot remember all their names, but I can recollect
identical twin car ferries bound for Turkey from their British builders. They were called
DUREECA and DURINCE and I couldn’t help wondering what strange bit of international
trade had sent them to sea in 1942. If we had kept them they would have come in handy
on D-day. Also present were two tugs (much punier than ours!) EMPIRE BIRCH and EMPIRE
LINDEN, a cargo vessel named BUSHWOOD, several coasters and two large trawlers being
delivered to Lisbon. But most wonderful of all, and I’m sure her captain must have thought
there had been a terrible mistake, was a beautiful Dutch-flagged Blue Funnel ship with the
magnificent name of STENTOR. She was one of the very handsome motor ships with her
machinery well aft, and only a very short well-deck between the long bridge deck and the
poop. She had the typical Blue Funnel coaster stern, which only these ships could have
carried so well, and her perfect funnel had a stylish airhorn on the rim.
She was the kind of ship that some of us think of today when cargo ships are mentioned,
and I can still see her as she left our little band a couple of days later, veering off to the
West at 14 knots, her head dipping easily to the big swell. We were bound for Fayal in the
Azores, and somewhere off Finisterre the commodore of the convoy gave us permission
to take off on our own. Following the big Dutchman’s example, with probably much less
dignity, we too headed Westwards into worsening weather. It was about this time that
the captain asked me, through the second mate, if I would like to take a trick at the wheel.
We had a fine cockney A.B. by the name of Albert who should really have been sitting at
home by the fire, but he was making “just one more trip”. He had a weak bladder and I was
given to understand that if he said “fffff” or “sssss” while at the wheel, I was to take over
and allow him to go below. To me this was just great, and I always told Albert to take his
time and have a smoke while he was about his other business.
Pretty soon I was doing near all of Albert’s time at the wheel and standing in for anyone
else who had other useful work to do. As the voyage progressed, I developed such rapport
with the little ship that during any docking or other manoeuvres, the old man always told
me to take the wheel. What more could a boy want?
We finally sighted the lovely island of Fayal. As we approached the harbour. Albert, who
was spending one of his more continent moments with his belly to the wheel, remarked
on the many white cloth-sailed windmills that dotted the fields. “Them’s to scare the crows
orf the pineapples” he explained. You can’t beat a well-informed guide at times like these!
The little port was charming, and I envied these pleasant people their peaceful existence.
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Although neutral, the Portuguese seemed to have sympathy with the British and we
were smiled upon by the local population during our trips ashore. The little cafes were
delightful, and chocolate, candy, lemonade and other staples of life were in abundance.
We spent three days there, bunkering and taking stores, but like all good things, our stay
in these lovely surroundings came to an end. Early on the morning of our departure, we
had a visit from the Portuguese constabulary in the persons of an old sergeant and a
young constable. It appeared that on the previous evening a life- size cardboard cut-out
of a semi-nude young lady had been removed from the foyer of the tiny local cinema and
fixed to the side of our ample funnel, with very pleasing effect. As a funnel emblem it was
superb, and I have never seen it bettered to this day. Alas, such ingenuity and good taste
was not to have its reward; here was the law come to reclaim the prize. The repossession
was carried out with good humour, and the last we saw of our lovely blonde she was
tucked under the young policeman’s arm like the Manx emblem under arrest, with the
elderly sergeant walking well ahead.
Regretfully we sailed out past the mole where an interned German cargo ship was
gathering vegetation, her crew sunbathing and fishing over her stern. Better there, I
thought, than trying to get to Deutschland in the spring of ‘42. We were bound, without
escort, for Freetown, Sierra Leone, the convoy capital of the South Atlantic.
Heading South, the ship was very happy in the long swell. It had been decided that
after leaving the Azores we would run her on only two boilers, with the double purpose
of saving coal and ‘giving the firemen a break, for even with only six fires in operation, the
temperature in the stokehold was almost unbearable. In any case, there was no particular
hurry about this voyage, no vital cargo here or there.
We would stop the ship every few days in order that the hands could swim in our own
huge private pool - over the side. The boatdeck was just the right height for diving and,
for the more timid, the rubbing strake was only a few inches above the water. One of the
D.E.M.S. gunners kept a look-out on the wing of the bridge with a 303 rifle, just in case the
swimmers were disturbed by a hungry visitor. Such carryings-on would probably make
a present-day captain shudder, but on our little ship with fresh water at a premium, no
refrigerators, no electric fans and very cramped quarters, it seemed like a good idea at
the time. I admit that we would probably have looked pretty silly had a German submarine
popped up but with our 12 pounder and a pair of Lewis guns, we would have looked pretty
silly anyway.
Besides swimming, I passed the time very pleasantly at the wheel, or doing any work
that took my fancy either on deck or down below. I had bagged a Ross rifle for my own
and potted a way at empty cans drifting astern after having been thrown overboard from
the bridge. Scruffy behaviour! During rifle practice the engine room staff had to be careful
when coming up for a breather onto the after deck in case their heads should present
too tempting a target; provided they gave us a blow on the voice-pipe before emerging, a
cease-fire would be called.
Another great pastime was listening to Albert’s yarns up in his little wheelhouse. He had
spent many years in Thames tugs and his hilarious stories of life on the river, although quite
outrageous at times, could only have been told by one who had an intimate knowledge of
ships and the people in them. One day we were discussing the hard work involved in preFunnel 194 - Page 56

war days, when keeping the ship tiddly was a phobia with some captains, and of course
Albert had a tale to tell about that. “See them little shelves wot the lamps sit on?” he
asked, squinting up at the three white lamps on the foremast. “Was on a tug once, and
the skipper was a fussy perisher. Made us put doilies under the lamps so they would look
nice to the geezers on the big ships wot looked dahn on us”. I thought that this novel idea
must have looked very smart. “An’ the brasswork - cor! Polished every bleedin’ day, same
as the woodwork. Done the mast right up to the truck every week with perishin’ Mansion
Polish! “ Being very young, I thought that this was quite reasonable and would probably
have demanded the same service from my crew had I been a tug skipper. ‘’You should have
seen them passengers on the boats at Tilbury, ‘specially the women: they would rather a’
gone out to India on our boat than the one they was on.“
I now had a clear mental picture of this wonderful tug and, encouraged by my
attentiveness, Albert carried on. ‘’We even ‘ad one of them Persian carpets on top of
the wheel’ouse, an’ one day, we was alongside a big cargo boat, foreigner she was, wot ‘
adn’t put a board over ‘er toilet outlet. Well, some bleeder on ‘er flushed the bog an’ it got
blowed all over the carpet. Cor blimey! Our poor ole skipper was near took wiv a stroke;
you could’ve ‘eard ‘ im at Sahfend.”
Seeing that I was suitably appalled by this maritime disaster, he proceeded to round off
his wonderful story. ‘’I left ‘er after the ol’ man started talking abaht gettin’ a planner on ‘er.
I went on the GOLDEN EAGLE for a couple o’ trips, but I couldn’t stand the perishin’ crowds.
One night comin’ ‘ome, I was ‘elpin’ get the lines ready up for’ard an’ I got a poor bleeder
wiv an accordion wrapped round the capstan. Didn’t ‘arf give me a turn I can tell yer, an’ I
went back on the tugs arter that.” From tales like these, great nautical legends spring. My
one regret today is that tape recorders had not been invented then.
We arrived at Freetown on a hot misty morning, the early sun glistening on a glassy
sea, the languid on-shore breeze following us through the boom defence gate. When I
had been in Freetown on a previous occasion, spending the long hot months on board a
fleet oiler, I little thought that someday I would come through that gate once more, and
at the helm of a big tug at that. We took bunkers from a Cory barge and stocked up with
fresh vegetables, fruit and meat which would enable us to eat well before our lack of a
refrigerator put us back on salt beef and weekly bread. Our next stop was to be Lagos,
Nigeria, and like the proverbial cowboy hero we headed into a magnificent sunset out
beyond the Freetown corral.
That night a huge ship gave us quite a scare by cutting across our bow with only about 100
feet to spare. After she had passed we could see her wake plainly and we were reminded of
the fact that it would be very easy to get run down off this busy coast. I wonder to this day
whether the big ship saw us, it perhaps took us for something unfriendly with our lowness
in the water. At any rate, she kept going at about 18 knots, apparently making for Freetown,
and we got the impression that she was more scared of us than we were of her.
Sailing on our own once more, enjoying the freedom of the unshepherded ship, we passed
the hot sunny days peacefully as we headed South. Those working below, particularly the
firemen, were suffering the heat greatly. All very well for amateurs like myself to go down
below for a short spell in order to give someone a break, but to do it on a full-time basis
was another thing.
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One of our firemen got pneumonia, and as our facilities for looking after the sick were
practically non-existent, he died after a painful struggle. We held a sad little burial service
for him on the after deck, an air of gloom falling on the ship for the rest of the day. It was
my first experience of a burial at sea, and I was amazed to see that the Red Ensign shroud
was not allowed to accompany the body to the deep but was cunningly held back at the
last moment. I brought the matter up at supper that evening and was told that it was the
only decent ‘red duster’ we had on board, and the captain wanted to have a presentable
one flying on the day we arrived at the Cape. I still think it looked like grave robbing.
One of our two cook’s helpers also took sick at this stage with a very high fever, probably
malaria. These were two boys of no more than 15 years old who had somehow managed to
get themselves signed on at Glasgow. The accommodation they shared was a small cubby
hole down somewhere between the two propeller shafts, with practically no ventilation
and a constantly burning electric bulb. It was no place to nurse a sick lad, so we moved
him into my bunk in the radio room. This was no hardship for me, as I had been sleeping
on deck in a hammock slung abaft the funnel since we left the Azores. In his new abode,
with its large brass porthole, he very quickly recovered and enjoyed a week of comparative
comfort. His chum, who had remained well, was also given a week in the radio room so he
wouldn’t feel left out of things, and the change did them both the world of good.
We eventually reached Lagos without further upset, everyone looking forward to some
good food, cold beer, and all the other pleasures that sailors enjoy when released from
their confinement for a brief while. We lay alongside at a wharf 46 just ahead of one of the
pretty little Guinea Gulf Line ships which, with derricks akimbo, was loading some of the
produce of Nigeria for a hungry Britain. I hoped that she had some cocoa beans on board,
for without this wonderful stuff the war would be lost.
After lying pleasantly idle for a number of days we were visited by some naval officers,
most of them engineers, who came poking around our ship, showing a great deal of
interest in our towing gear. During lunch the captain informed the assembled company
that the navy had a job for us to do. It seemed that one of their corvettes, H.M.S. BELLWORT,
had done herself a severe mischief by sitting on one of her own depth charges. Her shaft
was bent and her steering gear damaged, and it had been decided to get her down to
Simonstown for repairs by hitching a ride from the first passing tug. Seriously, and in
deference to the controllers of wartime shipping, I don’t think this towing job had been so
casually arranged, and I had the feeling that our cunning captain had known about it ever
since we left the Clyde. Probably being well imbued with the “zip your lip and save a ship”
philosophy in vogue with captains at that time, he had decided to tell no one until the day
had arrived. The crew responded to the news in the usual staunch and patriotic Merchant
Navy manner, and such remarks as “why didn’t they sink the bloody thing while they were
about it?” could be heard from the ranks.
Personally, I was quite taken with the arrangement, having been a great believer in
massive escorts since the beginning of the war, and the idea of having our own corvette
on the end of a wire was very comforting. Much better had it been a cruiser, but in those
days one was grateful for whatever protection was available. Our automatic towing winch
was found to have an annoying fault in its mechanism and although it would pay out the
wire quite happily as it was supposed to do when the strain reached a certain point, it
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steadfastly refused to rewind the wire when the tension relaxed. To overcome this, the
naval shore establishment constructed a large clamp to which two lengths of anchor chain
were secured. These two chains were made fast to one of the massive towing hooks and
the wire from the winch was run through the clamp. This took the strain off the winch and
proved to be a good arrangement for the entire 3,000-mile tow, the wire being in excellent
condition when we arrived at the Cape.
To me, the only regrettable thing about all these arrangements was the fact that my
beloved dinghy was removed from her position, where she would have been in the way
of the wire. As there was no other place to stow her, we were obliged to put her ashore.
The last I saw of her she was disappearing up the dusty road on the back of a lorry, and I
hoped that she would find a good home, perhaps at the local yacht club, where a thorough
scraping and a coat of varnish would have made her quite presentable.
In due course we were ready to sail, and going alongside BELLWORT, took her in tow in
that position until we had some sea room outside the harbour where we could make the
towing wire fast to her anchor cables in the time- honoured manner. I had the pleasure of
being helmsman during these initial operations and being a boy who had loved ships all
his life, I thought that I had arrived at the peak of happiness. The captain gave me a little
lecture as the tow commenced. “No nonsense from now on, young fellow-me-lad,” he told
me. “Just steer the course you’re told and don’t bugger about all over the ocean. I suppose
you thought I couldn’t hear the steering gear when I was having my afternoon nap on the
way down the coast.” I had forgotten that the old man’s cabin was right under the steering
position, and during those lazy afternoons I had at times become bored with the straight
course monotony , giving the wheel a tweak or two just to put a wiggle in the wake. The
three mates had always been very tolerant of these little adventures and so, it seemed,
had the captain.
It was decided to keep only two boilers in operation during the tow, and, as the corvette
was no tin dredger or oil rig, these were found to be sufficient to supply steam for a nice
five or six knots with enough left over for the winch and other services. Our first stop was
to be Pointe Noir in the French Congo, approximately 1, 000 miles down the coast. The
long, quiet days went by pleasantly enough, the two little ships rising and falling easily in
the long swells. At our leisurely pace the towing wire seldom was seen, dropping almost
immediately over our stern not to re-appear again until a very short distance ahead of the
corvette. I suppose it was a very wasteful way for two ships to spend their time with a war
going on, but it was a job that had to be done, and it certainly beat the North Atlantic. I had
seen corvettes having a much more hazardous time than BELLWORT!
Our recreational activities had been curtailed, of course, and the rifles put back into their
racks. We had also stopped having our swimming sessions as our captain was not quite
sure whether the Senior Service would appreciate such frivolous activity. The corvette’s
skipper didn’t suggest it himself, so we plodded on in a seamanlike manner.
We reached Pointe Noir in good condition, apart from everyone on board being in a very
grimy state, and, leaving the corvette at a jetty, we proceeded further into the harbour to
the coating wharf. A canvas fresh water hose was taken on board, but before a drop of
water was taken for the ship, the hose was tied to one of the strongbacks, the water turned
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on at the hydrant, and the ships company enjoyed their first fresh water bath since leaving
Lagos. Perhaps we should have waited until the coaling operation had been completed, for
I never saw such a mess in my life.
The coaling was carried out by a native chain gang, all chained together by the ankles.
This was the first chain gang I had seen and, thank God, the last. These unfortunate
souls carried the coal from railway trucks in small round baskets, forming a continuous
chain of misery, and on reaching a point near the bunker hatch, they hurled the coal in
a disinterested manner at the ship. The attendant prison guards looked in the opposite
direction without the slightest concern for the task in hand, and very soon our little ship
looked as though she herself had been dug out of a coal mine. Only by turning out our own
hands to keep shovelling the coal into the proper place were we able to complete the job
and cleaning up the mess after the coaling gang left took a whole day.
I don’t know what part the little port of Pointe Noir played in the South Atlantic war
effort, but it was probably used as a fuelling point for allied ships. I seem to remember the
presence of one of our sloops of the BRIDGEWATER class taking fuel from a Shell tanker
which was anchored in the harbour. The port was a pleasant enough place in which to
spend a few hours ashore, and with the apparent lack of any blackout restrictions, it had
quite an air of gaiety after the dark nights at sea. The local hotel had a very good cognac
which they served in coffee, and I felt that if I were to take to drink, this was definitely the
way to go. In the warm evenings when the ship was so hot and still, it was a great pleasure
to sit under the trees in the hotel garden drinking this wonderful concoction.
I also remember that it was in Pointe Noir that our cook fell into the harbour. He came
staggering down the quay one night, stoned right out of his mind, and thought it would be
very debonair to come on board via the back spring. Unfortunately, he lost interest or fell
asleep when only halfway home and fell with a gentle plop into the murky water. With the
luck of the miraculously drunk he was unhurt and, after being fished out, stood dripping
on the deck with the remains of his half-smoked cigarette still in his mouth. He made
breakfast next morning in his little coal-fired galley as though nothing had happened. One
of Britain’s harder sons!
Soon it was time to leave port again. and, picking up BELLWORT at her berth, we headed
out to sea, bound for Walvis Bay in South West Africa. We ran into some heavy weather
on this part of the voyage and for the first time since leaving the Azores, real solid water
came crashing onto the after deck. The firemen and the engine room crew appreciated the
cooler conditions and I think the ship herself felt more at home. Everyone on board began
to feel less lethargic and, with more spring in their steps, began to look like real sailormen
again. The corvette, too, seemed to be quite happy at the end of the wire, and even though
she would disappear from view as the two ships dipped into separate troughs, she would
soon be visible again, with white water streaming from her bead. The rough weather had
the added advantage of making our tow more easily seen at night, as the great welter of
foam at her bow could always be spotted.
I mention reluctantly (because she was so perfect) a small fault in our tug’s design. The
officer’s toilet at the after end of the starboard alleyway was at the lowest point of the
graceful sheer of the main deck. Because of this, conditions in the small room were far
from ideal for its intended purpose. The plumbing resembled a cold-water version of a
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New Zealand geyser, which would erupt at unpredictable intervals. Rather than try to cope
with these trying conditions, I used the evening privacy of the rubbing strake, abreast
of the after strongback. To this latter I tied a short length of knotted manilla rope to
which one could cling while sitting out over the ocean. Some of the other younger crew
members used this airy facility too, but the older saner people refused to have anything
to do with it. I cannot of course recommend the foregoing procedure to readers who may
be contemplating a cruise, as, apart from the social stigma, no decent shipping company
would permit it. Nevertheless, with a soft starlit sky above and a rumbling big propeller a
few feet away below, no one has really lived until they have had the experience.
We reached Walvis Bay without any trouble, putting BELLWORT alongside before making
fast ourselves to a wharf. The things I remember about this port are sand, railway tracks,
more sand and a row of very ‘outback’ looking buildings, one of which was a small hotel.
Behind the bar of this establishment was a framed picture of an old Woermann steamer, a
reminder of the previous tenants of the “South West”.
I began to realise that the sad day was fast approaching when this lovable little ship and
myself would be parting company. Although I toyed with the idea of applying for a job with
the South African Railways, I knew that I was only fooling myself and that on our arrival in
Cape Town, my tug days would be over. The thought of getting back on bigger ships, where
one would be expected to wear a shirt at mealtimes made my heart sink, but I decided to
put it out of my mind until the dreaded day arrived. Had I the power to foresee the future,
some of my worries might have been allayed, for my next ship turned out to be no QUEEN
MARY either and shirts were optional in her, too. But that is a story for another day.
We left Walvis Bay after the usual bunkering and storing, this time on the final leg of the
long trek. The weather remained fairly rough all the way to the Cape, and our main deck
was awash for most of the time. I was glad that this was so, as it gave me the last chance
to enjoy the ship in her element, and when I think of her today, I like to picture her with her
head buried in a big one or sliding down into a deep trough like a roller coaster, always to
soar up again to the next crest, the water pouring off her decks.
A couple of years after leaving this wonderful little ship I had the hair-raising experience
of returning down the North Atlantic from a winter trip to Russia in the worst weather
that anyone on board the 8,000 ton BRITISH PROMISE had ever seen. Despite her homely
tanker appearance, she would insist on giving her impersonation of a submarine, and as
I listened to the ominous creaking from the area of the aft pump room, I couldn’t help
wishing that I was back on board the E. S. STEYTLER, where only the friendly creaking of
tongued and grooved woodwork could be heard, with never a sound of complaint from the
little hull which was tight as a Brazil nut.
I saw Table Mountain for the first time on June 9th 1942, as the two ships approached
Cape Town, and it proved to be, for me, the first of many visits extended over the next
twenty years to my favourite port. One of our spick and span sister ships came out to meet
us, and we unshackled BELLWORT, handing her over to her new helper. With the engines
stopped, we rested in the swell until they passed us, feeling like someone whose girlfriend
has just gone off, arm in arm, with “another”. At least she had the good grace to shout
her thanks on the loudhailer before they disappeared, side by side like two pally dogs,
towards the port. “Let His Nibs take her in” the old man winked at Albert, who had the
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RJ Services
Machining Services available
• Machining of bespoke or one-off parts that are not possible to
locate or no longer available
• Modifications to components
• Fast turnaround possible for small components that stop a build or
repair - bushes missing, spacers, threads stripped, pins that don’t
fit the list goes on!
• Components can be made from a dimensioned sketch, pattern,
engineering drawing, etc.
• Small but well-equipped workshop, larger capacity machines than
the model builder would have access to.
Located just North of Cardiff, South Wales
To discuss contact, Richard John 07747766713 or richarddjohn@aol.com

Steamwell Boilers
Part of the Manor Farm Engineering Group
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Steamwell Boilers is your source for all things steamboat boiler and steam
plant related. We manufacture and repair/re-tube steam boilers mainly for
use in steamboats.
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wheel. “Gawd’s truf look at ‘im!” said Albert handing her over to me, his own face as long as
a fiddle. “Anyone would fink we wos going to a bleedin’ funeral to see yer. Cheer up, mate,
wot you need is a good swig o’ rum and that’s wot I’ll buy yer when we get ashore. “ Good
old Albert, he was as good as his word and he did, indeed, buy me a drink ashore.
The pilot came on board from a very smart pilot boat, and in much less time than I
wanted it to take we were inside the harbour, our little lady looking pretty scruffy among
her beautiful sisters. We berthed alongside the handsome yacht-like tug LUDWIG WEINER,
the brass letters of her name shining on her ebony hull. She was not at all amused by the
presence of this dirty sister.
Never have I left a ship with so much regret, and although lovely Cape Town had plenty
of diversion to offer in the coming days, it was a long time before I could get her out of
my mind. I received an “offer I couldn’t refuse” from Vacuum Oil to join the tanker NlOBE,
an ancient German-built vessel belonging to the Panama Transport Company, and after
being issued with a florid certificate stating that I was a qualified “Telegrafista” by the
Panamanian consul, I proceeded by train to Durban, where my new ship was to call.
After the war I often sailed from Cape Town as a passenger in the beautiful Union Castle
Mail ships. The last time was in 1964, and as my fellow passengers throw their paper
streamers to the crowds on the dockside, I preferred the quietness of the port side of the
ship, fondly watching the lusty, good-looking T.S.S.T. “JOHN X. MERRIMAN” assist our big
ship from her berth.
Like dear old Albert’s ladies at Tilbury, I would rather a-gone back to England in ‘er than
the ship wot I was on.

Ed: It appears that E.S.STEYTLER had a lengthy onward career in Cape Town until
being scrapped in 1981. 620tons
Length 47m Breadth 10m Year of build 1939
Builder HARLAND & WOLFF, GOVAN - GLASGOW, U.K.
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Tech
Talk
Let’s get down to some serious stuff!
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Steam Launch Project ‘Puls’
An intermediate status report.
How it all started and where are we now:
Who are we? Two very good Swedish friends,
Roland and Bengt, that now both have retired from
work and wanted a new project.
During many years of sail racing together,
renovating an old Swedish torpedo boat where
we today both are members of the Trust board.
We also share a big interest in wine where we,
together with 15 other friends, meet monthly for
wine testing and have done so for more than 25
years. So we have had many occasions to do things
together. This had given us great possibilities to
have fun, trust each other, share values but also
share dreams and project ideas.
I think we both are the type of person who wants
to have plans in our head and projects going on.
Five years back the torpedo boat was moving into
more of a maintenance phase, and we found out
that both of us was dreaming of a steam launch.
My idea was to buy a small one when I retired but Roland idea was a bigger project and he
was more urgent to start because he was closer to retirement. So, we decided to start the
“Puls” project. One steam launch together, with Roland as captain and project leader and
me, Bengt, as technical officer, supervisor and coaler. This turned out to be a very good
solution.
First phase was to put some requirements together:
• We wanted a historic replica from ’18-something’ and she must have beautiful
lines.
• A powerful engine and boiler concept that will be trustful and give good
speed. (We had heard too many stories of launch-projects that ended up at
3.5 knot max. speed).
• The size of the hull was discussed. Roland wanted a bigger boat, me one size
smaller. Roland won the discussion, but we put up the limitation that it should
be possible to tow it on a trailer after a car and the height over water level of
the hull including boiler and tilted funnel should not exceed 110 centimetres.
We have many low bridges in our near surroundings with lowest height 120
centimetres, so we wanted possibilities to tilt the funnel and easy take the
‘roof’ down.
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Roland started to look for old drawings and finally found a beautiful launch and a useful
drawing from 1892. In order to accommodate this design Roland had to add another three
meters of length to his garage/workshop and we scaled the hull a little and ended up with
a length of 9.2 meter and a beam on 2.1 meters.
The hull was built from scratch. Keel made from a glulam beam, ribs in L-profiled steel,
hull in pine riveted to the ribs and glued. The hull was finally laminated with Fiberglass and
Epoxy according to the West-method. On top of the hull there is a railing strip in steel. The
covered railing strip and all furnishings are made from mahogany and the deck is made in
scored Oregon pine. The hull is now painted in a classic blue colour.
A lot of subsystem design work started in parallel. Water tank, rudder with axle and
steering, prop shaft with bearings and others that must be built in from the beginning or at
least planned for in the basic structure from early start has now being completed.
The engine and boiler:
Our first idea was to look for an old engine and boiler. One possibility was to have a
cooperation with the Swedish Maritime museum but after some research we find out that
this was not a possible way to go. We also scanned the Swedish market for used parts
without success.
Could we find or order a new engine and a new boiler in Sweden? There are some
manufactures in Sweden but we didn’t find what we were looking for.
We started looking on the internet and more of a coincident we found Manor Farm
Engineering and Kevin Slater and Mike Bell.
After some emailing and a couple of phone calls they suggested that we should come
and visit them and the Bristol Harbour Festival 2017 was a very good opportunity to see
some ‘real stuff’ in action and also experience the SBA community, a lot of launches and
a nice festival. We went there and had great weekend with technical discussions, social
events and a lot of steam boating.
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The Lifu and boiler story:
Kevin and Mike had some original Lifu engine drawings and some castings and the first
built by Kevin was in Mike’s boat. A very good reference for us.
Discussions on different boiler types and what could be the best for our launch and
match the Lifu engine was another important topic. The boiler discussion finally ended up
in a Manor Farm Engineering/Steamwell Boilers built SBA VFT105 design that was proven
in some other boats.
Today status:
The hull is ready and painted. The deck is in place but
not yet scored. The rudder and steering mechanism is 98%
ready and so is the prop shaft with bearings and seals.
Engine is mounted in to the hull but no installation
pipework has started yet. Some basic fittings like benches
to sit on are under construction. The boiler is covered
with a nice layer of mahogany and will soon be oiled and
varnished before lift-in and mounting in the boat.
Left to do:
The boat need be moved outside the garage because
the roof is too low to give the possibilities to lift the boiler
into the boat. After that there will be some final work with the deck and all nice details to
make the boat in final exterior shape.
The steam installation project will go on under the winter season and except for
the traditional boiler-engine installation also include things like hotwell design and
manufacture, condenser mounting and a lot of other fun things.
Finally, we have the roof design where we have decided to do all the construction and
sewing work ourselves. This will be another fun part.
If things go our way and with Roland’s ambitious daily work in the workshop, we hope
that Puls (same word in English, Pulse, and will remind us of the nice rhythmic sound from
a steam engine and also the word slup (Swedish for Launch) spelled backwards) will be
launched into the water next summer.
We will be happy to come back to the Funnel readers with an updated report when we
are in the water.
Finally, we will give a big thanks to Kevin Slater and, of course, his wife Gillie that have
made a fantastic job with the engine and the boiler and also Mike Bell for early inspiration.
It has also been of very much help to have the whole SBA support in knowledge and also
help with very important things as kettles, pumps, condensers and a lot of other things.
Without you guys it would have been a much more difficult and unreliable project.
Bengt with the pen, Roland busy in the workshop.
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A look at Radial Valve Gears
By USA member David Thorpe
Introduction/Overview
A few years ago, I wrote an article about Stephenson Links for Funnel. Mark Rudall,
editor at the time, mentioned his desire for more material about radial valve gears. An
overly simplistic definition of a radial valve gear is one that uses only one eccentric or no
eccentric at all that allows both forward and reverse operation of the engine.
The slip eccentric probably fits in this category but is not included in this article because
it is so well known and in its most basic application, requires the engine to be stopped and
manually reversed. Fred Semple’s helical reversing mechanism used a slip eccentric but
made reversal without stopping the engine possible at low RPM. John Winn’s ingenious
outboard eccentric shaft design utilizes a slip eccentric and makes reversal easier but still
requires the engine to be stopped. John also made a helical actuating system which would
allow reversal but at low engine speeds. Another lesser-known engine builder that used
an outboard eccentric shaft with a slip eccentric was Vernon LeDuc.
I was able to obtain re-prints of five articles written by Stephen Vitkovits, Jr. and printed
in Live Steam magazine describing the Hackworth, Marshall and Joy valve gears from
which Mark wrote a few more articles. Having read these articles a few times and still not
grasping the principles easily, I decided to design and make demonstration models as a
scheme for teaching myself how they worked. During the past few months that finally
happened. The information and photos that follow are the result.
Vitkovits’s articles were the primary source of design information. He rather thoroughly
described the mechanisms and laid out the math allowing me to write a spreadsheet and
design the gear for each of the three models. The models are full-size, rather typical 3”
(75mm) bore, 4” (100mm) stroke, single cylinder engines with slide valves (D valve).
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Common Elements
As my understanding of the mechanisms improved it became obvious that the three
were more common to each other than different from each other.
The common elements are:
• • The eccentric (or eccentric motion on the Joy) does not give the valve
its major motion – the sliding block guide or radius link at the end of the
eccentric rod (or vibrating arm on the Joy) provides most of the motion to
making the valve move. If the reversing system is in mid-gear, the eccentric
only moves the valve by the amount of lead and lap. So, the eccentric’s
primary function is to move the eccentric arm in the guide or on the end of a
radius link. The guide or radius link generates most of the valve motion.
• • Another feature common to all three, is the need for a radius rod to connect
the eccentric rod (vibrating arm on the Joy) to the valve rod. Because the
eccentric rod has two rather distinct motions, one from the eccentric itself
and the other from its guide or radius link, the eccentric rod does not connect
directly to the valve rod – thus the need for the radius rod.
• • The guide angle or radius link angle determines most of the valve motion.
When in mid gear and the guide is in line with the eccentric and eccentric
rod, the valve only moves by the amount of lap and lead. As the guide is
angled, motion increases to cause steam events to occur. Whether the angle
of the guide or radius link is clockwise or counterclockwise from the mid gear
position determines the direction of engine rotation. If a radius link is used
instead of a guide, it will be suspended from a radius hanger which is rotated
one way or the other for selecting engine rotation direction. The Hackworth
apparently used only a sliding guide and die block. The Marshall has the same
mechanism as the Hackworth but replaces the sliding guide with a radius arm
and radius hanger.
• • The Joy uses the Hackworth or Marshall motion, but the eccentric has
been replaced with two levers (anchor link and correcting link) that give
an eccentric-like motion directly from the connecting rod. However, the
eccentric-like rod is named the vibrating lever. The Joy gear apparently has
been made sometimes with a sliding guide block and sometimes a radius link.
If a guide was used it apparently was usually radiused. More details on the Joy
later.
• • Another common element is naming confusion. Depending on the author,
names of items that provide the same function are often different. In some
writing the Joy correcting link has been named the compensating link and the
anchor link has been named the suspended link. It also appears that labels
such as lever, rod and link are not always consistent.
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Specific Gears
Drawings below show each valve gear structure more clearly than photos of the models
(which are also included). Model photos show similar colors for common elements;
eccentrics in yellow, eccentric rods and vibrating lever in red, guides and radius links in
orange, radius hangers in blue and specific to the Joy, anchor link and correcting link in
green.
Hackworth. Developed by John Wesley Hackworth (1820-1891) Patent 1859. Note the
fixed pivot point of rotation in red.

The photo below shows the Hackworth eccentric and eccentric arm. At the outer (right)
end is the sliding guide block. Between the sliding guide and eccentric is the radius rod
leading vertically to the valve rod. As mentioned above, when the guide is horizontal the
valve only moves by the amount of lead and lap; when the guide is angled by rotating it
clockwise or counterclockwise, additional movement gives the valve increased motion to
allow steam events to occur. Typically, the guide angle in full gear is 25o to 30o.
Depending on engine geometry, the location of the guide and radius rod can be reversed
such that the valve motion is obtained from the outer end of the eccentric rod instead of at
mid-point. Obviously, dimensions would be altered to give proper valve motion.
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Marshall. Marshall, Sons & Company, Patent 1879. The Marshall gear simply replaces the
sliding guide with a radius link and radius hanger, likely because it is an easier system
to manufacture and requires less maintenance. Note the point of rotation of the radius
hanger (shown in red) which, in turn, rotates the radius link. Mid gear is when the radius
link and hanger are vertical. Forward and reverse rotation occurs when the radius link and
hanger are inclined to the right or left 25o to 30o. The right-hand end of the eccentric rod
swings on the bottom end of the radius link which is inclined to the right in the reverse
engine rotation position.

The radius rod has been removed in this photo. The gear is in forward (clockwise) rotation
position.
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Joy. David Joy (1825–1903), Patent 1879. Joy took a
leap to eliminate the eccentric and emulate the motion
of an eccentric (or eccentric crank) by taking motion
from the engine connecting rod. A correcting link
pivots on a point on the connecting rod at one end and
to the bottom end of an anchor link at the other end.
The top end of the anchor link is fastened to a fixed
pivot point (shown in red).
A mid-point of the correcting link has a nearly
circular motion (shown in yellow) such as is provided
in the Hackworth and Marshall gears by the eccentric.
From that point the remainder of the valve gear is
a Hackworth or Marshall depending on whether a
guide or radius hanger and link is used. The fixed
pivot point of the radius hanger is shown in red. The
counterclockwise rotation position of the radius
hanger and radius link gives the engine reverse
rotation (counterclockwise).
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Valve Gear

Rotation

Piston travel difference @ cutoff

Hackworth

Forward

9%

Hackworth

Reverse

4%

Marshall

Forward

10%

Marshall

Reverse

10%

Joy

Forward

2%

Joy

Reverse

2%

A reasonable question is why not connect the vibrating lever directly to the connecting
rod? Why add the anchor link and correcting link? The simple answer is that the valve
motion would not be symmetrical about its center line. The anchor link and correcting link
provide a more circular motion (similar to an eccentric or eccentric crank) than could be
obtained directly from the connecting rod.
Building the Models
As mentioned above the basic model was a simple, single cylinder engine with long rods.
Construction time was modest by using plywood and plastic, mostly acetal for rods, nylon
sleeves for bearings, and PVC pipe for supports and the main cylinder. The disadvantage
of this technique was a loss of rigidity and accuracy of motion. All rods were drilled on the
milling machine and nylon bushings inserted for acetal pins which fit well with low friction.
The more difficult job was designing the elements to work properly and to fit the model
dimensions. Vitkovits’s math was comprehensive allowing a spreadsheet to be written
giving all necessary dimensions and allowing easy iteration.
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The valve chest was made as a cut-away to show steam passages and valve construction.
The valve design has steam and exhaust lap but no lead. Steam lap is shown in red, exhaust
lap and the valve exhaust cavity are shown in blue. A pointer and scale shows percent of
piston travel. The photo below shows these details.
Although the models were not rigid or accurate enough to measure valve motion reliably,
some readings were taken to get a rough idea. Of particular interest was angularity of
the system. The long connecting rods (4 x stroke) should not cause much of a problem.
However, the eccentric rods and correcting link are very short and could introduce a
problem.
The table below is percentage of piston travel difference for cutoff between downstroke
and upstroke in forward and reverse gear positions. The valve was designed to have zero
lead therefore admission at TDC and BDC.
How much error is caused by model construction and visual reading of cutoff condition,
and how much is due to valve gear design is questionable, but the Joy appears to have
some advantages. Hmm, perhaps the next project is becoming more clear.
If one is considering building an operating engine a simple mock-up would be a good
idea before designing patterns or cutting metal unless a proven design is used. Fitting all
the mechanisms, especially the Joy design, in available space can be a challenge. It also
may be necessary to use a bell crank or rocker to mate the radius rod to the valve rod and
to accommodate outside or inside admission.
Wrap Up
The references below used locomotives for most their examples with occasional
mention of marine applications, particularly the Joy. Comparisons to other locomotive
gears were common such as the Southern, Baker and Brown. Glowing references were
made to Henry Greenly (1876-1947) for his exemplary work customizing valve gears for
miniature locomotives which are apparently, still operating in England.
I was curious about chronology of the common reversing valve gears. The Stephenson
link seems to be about the earliest in 1841. Some literature suggests the Walschaerts was
invented in 1844 but not in common use until at least 1873, the Hackworth in 1859 and
Marshall and Joy in 1879.
The long-time nagging question about how these radial valve gears worked has finally
been answered for me. I hope it has for you as well. Comments from readers, especially
those with experience designing and using these valve gears would be most appreciated.
Dave Thorpe, Meredith, NH USA
References:
Stephen Vitkovits, Jr. Parts 21-24, Valve Gears, A Practical Approach to Analysis and Design, Live
Steam, December 1984 - March 1985.
William Ernest Dalby, Valves & Valve Gear Mechanisms, Pub. Edward Arnold, London, 1906.
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The Call of Nature!
An American solution to ‘Spending a Penny’* By Kelly Anderson
We all have to answer nature’s call, and the older we get, the less notice it seems Mother
Nature is inclined to give. The solution to this issue is especially important to the women
aboard, what with their internal plumbing making it more problematic to “go” out in the
field.
My launch, Vividus, came with closed in bench seats, thereby allowing a simple solution.
See the attached photos. It has only needed to be used once, but was declared a success
by the Missus. Obviously, it’s not recommended to use the head while tied up to the dock
at the rally, but any medium to larger lake will provide enough privacy when not steaming
in close formation.

Figure 1. The hole was laid out to the same width and depth, and setback from
the edge of the bench, as the “throne” in our house. A new piece of oak was
used to make a plug.

Figure 2. “Ready for action.” A sheet of plywood was added under the original
bench to reinforce the hole, and to provide a shelf for the plug to rest on. The
supplies that are always aboard are normally kept inside the bucket.
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Figure 3. Three guides serve to hold the bucket in position, and to elevate it
to come up snug against the bottom of the bench. A bungee cord holds the
plastic bag in place. All of the woodwork is varnished for its protection.

[*For the benefit of our international readers: ‘Spending a Penny’ is a polite British
euphemism for ‘answering the call of Nature’ because this is what it used to cost to use
a public loo/toilet/lavatory/bathroom* in the UK. (*delete as appropriate to your social
standing within society). I was appalled to learn that such has been the effect of rampant
inflation during my short lifetime that the cost is now more likely to be £1 (=240 ‘old’
pennies) although I will admit that what is on offer for £1 is vastly superior to the Victorian
era Penny version. - Ed!]

 1 old Penny
£1 
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Private adverts - We welcome private advertisements for steam-related items which
are printed free to members and on a ‘one-off’ basis to others, at the Editor’s discretion.
They will also be published on the SBA website.
Send to adverts@steamboatassociation.org.uk
or via the editor: Kevin Slater, Manor Farm, Scot lane, Chew Stoke, BS40 8UW, UK.
You can talk to Kevin on +44 (0)1275 331074 or +44 (0)790 528 6711
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Pearl & Zenith Foundry Patterns
The Pearl Engine and the Zenith Engine foundry patterns are for sale. All are well
proven for use by foundries or in a small shop.
The Pearl 2½ x 3 and the 2½ + 2½ x 3 engines as well as the Zenith 2½ x 5 engine are
precise replicas of classic marine steam propulsion. These engines have been well
accepted for decades.

The patterns are on match plates and ready for immediate use. The patterns can be
removed from the match plates and just the patterns with their core boxes can be
shipped very economically.
The patterns and core boxes have been professionally produced and work well. The
supplied machining drawings can be easily re-produced.
More engine details can be found at: www.PearlEngine.com.
Images of all the patterns and core boxes can be viewed there as well as videos of the
engines running.
Will consider an offer for all or part.
For more information please contact:
Roger Grosser PearlEngine@gmail.com
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42ft Saloon Launch ‘Surta’
The time has come to offer for sale the impressive 42’ steel steam launch ‘Surta’, a much
respected larger member of the SBA fleet and a long time presence on the Thames.
Built by Bristol shipyard owner David Abels to his own design and for his own use
in 1988, Surta has been owned by Nigel and Felicity Guild since 2002 and has been a
regular guest at Thames and other SBA events. She is built to canal gauge: 42’ LOA &
LWL, 6’10” Beam, Draft 3’ and she displaces 7.5 tons.

Surta’s engine is a 5”+7”x7.5” condensing compound built 1950 by W Sisson & Co of
Gloucester. Rated at 15hp the engine was built for use in Farnborough Technical
College. It has a piston valve on the HP end driven by Stephenson’s link motion
reversing gear, and a slide valve and slip eccentric on the LP end. The skin condenser
is 18 sq ft, welded to the outside of the hull and the right handed three bladed bronze
propeller is 24”x 53”.
Her boiler is newly ticketed. It is a 3-drum all-welded steel water tube type designed
by John Cooper, built 2003 by Blackbeth Engineering (Devon). Diesel fired, it has an
output of 300lbs per hour at 150psi.
Boiler feed is by engine driven pump, injector or hand pump, and there is a Windermere
kettle and whistle – of appropriate tone.
On the water, ‘Surta’ is quiet and dignified – pictured here on the Thames in 2012 after
taking part in the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Flotilla. She provides adequate living space
for longer cruises with a double bed, toilet, shower, cooker and fridge. She is currently
lying in a Thames-side marina near Windsor.

£30,000 or near offer
Nigel Guild 07831 619746 or nigel_guild@lineone.net
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Petagin
Our much loved 26’ vintage carvel launch is for sale after nearly forty years of steaming
and fifty years of ownership (1971).
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Built by W.R.Kerrison of Oulton Broad in 1933 to Lloyds Standards for the Commodore
of the Royal Norfolk and Suffolk Yacht Club as a fast motorboat, for which I have the
engine*. We have a copy of the original builders certificate ON 162971.
She is much admired. A great family boat, she has performed consistently well, and
has attended every Trent SBA Rally. She has a well balanced plant making for a fast,
fine lined, painted hull built of larch and pitch pine on oak, finished with varnished
mahogany decks, seats and transom. She is 26’ long x 6’3” beam and 2’3” draft.
In 1983 fitted with the steam plant from David Kyle’s ‘Kitten Cat’, comprising of an
early 1890’s Mumford compound
condensing engine driving a
18”x30” propeller and steamed by
a Merryweather ‘B’ boiler, oil fired
by Lune Valley type burner. Now
made of stainless steel, installed on
a stainless steel ashpan. Registered
with the Canal and River Trust historic
boat register no 70725 and National
Historic Ships No R702.
She was listed in Lloyds Register of
Yachts from when first built in 1933
until around 1950. She had a full
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survey for insurance in September 2016, and has a current boiler certificate to June
2023 with next hydraulic in 2023. Current BSS certificate to June 2023 which allows use
on the canals and rivers for which she was licensed until May/June 2022
All original polished fittings with side positioned gunmetal spoked steering wheel,
bronze skeg and rudder, wood on bronze emergency hand steering quadrant in the
rear locker, Windermere kettle, whistle, injector, hand and engine air and water pumps,
multipoint mechanical lubricator, hand forged anchor, flags, ropes, mooring spikes,
cushions, heavy covers and a range of
gauges, oils, fuel etc. Full details and
additional photos etc., on the SBA website
Any trial £30,000 Now £23,000 ono
Currently moored in Long
Nottingham and ready to steam

Eaton,

For more details or to arrange a viewing,
please contact Richard Bartrop:
email:

richardbartrop@btinternet.com

Home: 0115 9282751.
Mob: 07772645346
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Steam Narrow boat - ‘Confidence’
New boat built by present owner with no expense spared. Keel laid 2014, now afloat at
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.

65ft long with aft engine/boiler room.
Forward accommodation not yet fully fitted out so can be completed to new owners
own specification.
Coal fired boiler by Steamwell Boilers of Chew Stoke – new ‘ticket’ issued June 2019.
Electric and engine driven feed pumps. Inboard
condenser.
Engine: totally enclosed single cylinder with
full ‘bridge’ control, large flywheel, hydraulic 2:1
reduction/reversing to prop, forced lubrication
system.
Electric Bow and Stern Thrusters fitted along with
large battery capacity and solar or shore charging
(Victron system – the best!)
Powerful Bow and Stern Winches plus anchor.
BMW auxiliary power plant in foc’sle.
Vyair Water maker (Reverse Osmosis).
Reluctantly being sold due to present owners other projects, costs to date in excess
of £94k – open to any offers!
Please contact Frank Huxley 07487647717 or frank.huxley@gmail.com for more
information or to arrange viewing.
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Twin Cylinder Simple Engine
Newly built twin cylinder 2” bore 4” stroke simple engine. with flexible coupling and
thrust bearing Fitted with forced lubrication and a wet sump. Can be seen running on
compressed air. £800
For more information and pictures of the engine please contact
Douglas Taylor on 01475 687395
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Steam Canoe ‘Céomé’
The SBA’s ex-Chairman Mike Bell, with great regret, needs to sell his 1921-built 29’ 6”
steam canoe

When we talk about a ‘canoe’ in the context of ‘Céomé’ we should visualise an
extremely elegant steam launch of very fine lines, a vision in mahogany varnished
with no fewer than ten coasts of tung oil, built in the classical canoe style found on
English lakes and the river Thames in the first thirty years of the 20th Century. She is
registered with the Thames Vintage Boat Club.
‘Céomé is very nearly complete, and her purchaser will receive the fully restored and
finished canoe-style hull, a substantial brand-new steam plant consisting of a locotype coal fired boiler with side firing and a purpose built triple expansion engine on a
new trailer.
The hull restoration has been completed to a very high professional standard and this
serious dream boat only awaits detail completion and commissioning.
Hull:
Built 1921 by Hobbs & Son at Henley-on-Thames. LOA: 29’ 6”, Beam: 4’ 6”, Draft: 2’ 6”.
Double-skin mahogany, canoe bow and stern and extensively varnished. She has a
varnished boiler housing and a removable engine lantern as well as a canvas canopy
with side curtain. She seats eight, and, as it has to be with a large canoe, steering is
by wheel.
There is no canvas boat cover provided as Ceome has always lived in a dry shed.
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ENGINE:
Triple expansion 2½” + 3½” + 5” x 3” from an original design by Gordon Cheape. This is
the prototype completed by Sam Wilkinson and Hugh Mothersole: a very handsome
and compact engine with radial valve gear.

WATER PUMP:
Southworth horizontal duplex.
PROP:
3 blades, 16” x 30”. With a Schilling rudder
TRAILER:
The boat is fully trailable and the galvanised twin axle trailer is new.
Mike would ideally like to sell ‘Céomé’ for £25,000 as a complete project but
is prepared to sell hull and steam plant separately, in which case he is looking for
£20,000 for the hull and trailer and £10,000 for the boiler and engine.
‘It would be a great shame to split this wonderful hull from this superb steam
plant which would suit her perfectly,’ says Mike, ‘But I have to be practical and am
looking for a future owner who would capture the vision I and all the SBA owners
before me, have shared. I am very sorry not to be in a position to bring it to fruition
myself.’
All enquiries to: Mike Bell, 01934 832518 mikelizbell@btinternet.com
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57’ Steam Narrow Boat Tixall
Tixall is one of the fleet of steam powered narrow boats cruising the canal system
which always draw admiration from other boaters and passers-by. We are buying
another narrow boat, this time electrically powered, moving from 19th to 21st century
technology.

Hull: 57’ by 6’10” by 2’6” draught, weight
approx. 18 tonnes. Built 1986 by Stoke-onTrent Boatbuilders. Extensive overhaul
2018 by her builders. Boat safety scheme
certificate to 2025. Blacked May 2021.
Boiler: Vertical fire tube built 2006 Fuel:
Wood briquettes Pressure: 150 psi, Grate
area: 3.2 sq ft, Steel barrel. 51 X 1.5” diam.
steel tubes.
Buffalo injector
Replica A4 locomotive chime whistle.
Boiler Certificate to December 2022.
Engine: Large Leak compound (4½”+7”x4”)
built 1986 by Anthony Bever. PV on HP
cylinder, SV on LP cylinder. SLRG valve
gear. Two boiler feed pumps, air pump
and circulating pump. Canal water cooled
copper condenser. Extensive overhaul by
John Maltby 2018. 23” by 24” propeller.
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Interior: Full cruising accommodation for up to four people. Stove, fridge and meths
cooker. Full-sized shower and cassette toilet. Electricity supplied from solar panels
and alternator.
Price: £39,000 For more information contact:
Neil Cocksedge on 01299 402682. Email: npjc@btinternet.com
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Steam Launch ‘Moondance’
Regrettably, due to ill health, John Whittaker is selling his beautiful, legendary steam
cabin launch ‘Moondance’.
Hull:

Cabin/Saloon Launch. Construction: Strip plank (7/8”), GRP sheathed both sides.
Hull model: IJssel designed by Selway-Fisher. Built 2013 at Devoran
Fit out 2013 by John at Devoran Cornwall UK. LOA: 23’ 0”, LWL: 21’ 0”, Beam: 6’ 6”
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Boiler:
SBA VFT 105 Designed by Kevin Slater, Built 2014 by Steamwell Boilers at Chew Stoke.
Fuel: Coal, Pressure: 200 psi, Steel barrel. 209 X 0.75” dia Steel tubes. Welded steel,
expanded tubes construction, condensing, engine driven pump, forced draft fan, hand
pump, Windermere kettle, whistle, siren
Engine:
Single cylinder. 3.25” X 4.5” Built by J R Rankin at Halsall, Lancashire Slide valve. SLRG VG
Propeller:
Bronze, 3 blades, Left Hand, 20” x 30” Shaft: 1.25” in 316 Stainless Steel

Open to offers in the region £49,000 Contact Email: steamboatjohnny4@gmail.com
For lots more information, including videos, go to www.steamboatjohnny.co.uk.
‘Moondance’ is extremely reliable, well-travelled and a great performer. Full details
of her steam plant and equipment can be found under ‘Technical’ in the Steamboat
Register entry here: https://steamboat.org.uk/user.php?id=62100
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Frolic 18 Hull
An unused 18’ Frolic hull with stern tube and prop shaft and a 15” propeller, ball thrust
bearing and Hardy Spicer flexible coupling.

The hull is fully fitted with mahogany decking, seats and wheel steering.
A new single cylinder engine (2.5”x3”) with SLVG and feed pump. It runs well on
compressed air.
The all-copper Illingworth boiler is fitted with superheater coils and a liquid fuel
(kerosene) burner and has been cold tested to 300psi. The feed system has an exhaust
steam heat exchanger and the steel boiler casing has a drip tray. The engine and boiler
have both been fitted to the hull but are currently mounted on a wheeled subframe to
enable easy fitting of pipe work etc.
The boat is mounted on a single axle trailer with winch included and photos and a
video can be viewed at https://tinyurl.com/kswpx2fa.
The boat is currently located in the Cotswolds and all serious offers will be considered
Call Bob or Nigel 01451 820061 Offers around £4000
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Workshop Wisdom
Submitted by: Kevin Slater CEng

Understanding
‘Engineerspeak’
* Percussive Maintenance:
I hit with a hammer
* Cycled power:
I turned it off and on
* High impedance air gap:
I forgot to plug it in
* Organic Grounding:
I got electrocuted
* Thermally reconfigured:
It melted
* Kinetic disassembly:
It blew up
* Thermally destroyed:
It burnt
Further contributions to this ‘Wisdom’ page are most welcome!
Email funnel@steamboatassociation.org.uk
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SBA GARMENTS AND ACCESSORIES
Prices as at Januay 2022
When ordering garments please specify style, colour & size (Add boat name +£4.00)
Prices shown include p&p to UK addresses
If shipping to non-UK addresses please contact Mike or Liz Bell for the shipping charges
All enquiries to sales@steamboatassociation.org.uk
or Liz/Mike Bell, Greenacres, Kenn, Clevedon, BS21 6TT Tel: +44 (0)1934 832518
Payments can be made via PayPal or cheques payable to ‘Steamboat Association’.
SBA Polo Shirts Navy, Black or White S, M, L, XL, XXL

£22.50

Fleece Jacket (unlined) Colours on request XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

£26.95

SBA Sweatshirts Colours on request S, M, L, XL, XXL - up to XXXXXL

£21.50

Fleece Jacket (Navy Fleece front with Royal Blue showerproof lining)		
Please specify Double or Single motif S, M, L, XL, XXL - up to XXXXXL

£54.00

Fleece Jacket (unlined) Colours on request XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

£26.95

Fleece Hoodies Colours on request XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

£34.00

Rugby Shirts Navy, Burgundy, Chocolate, Black S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

£31.50

Gilets Navy, Black, Red S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

£40.00

SBA Fishermens’ Smocks M,L,XL

£30.00

Lambswool Sweaters S, M, L, XL, XXL

£55.00

Acrylic Sweaters S, M, L, XL, XXL

£34.00

SBA Hats - Bucket style (Navy, Stone or Graphite)

£15.50

Baseball Cap

£14.00

Woollen Hat

£12.00

Fleece Scarves Grey, Navy, Red, Charcoal, Royal & Sky blue

£13.00

Overall/Boiler Suit S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

£34.50

SBA Embroidered Ties: Yes, we still have stocks of these! Talk to us!
SBA Towel

£17.00

SBA Car Sticker

£2.00

SBA Umbrella

£26.00

SBA Burgee

£28.50

Funnel Binders

£4.50
Many of these items can be viewed on the SBA website:
https://www.steamboatassociation.org.uk/page-1854524

Modelled tastefully by members of Mike and Liz Bell’s family
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